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For my family.

A B S T R AC T

In this dissertation I investigate three aspects of internal climate variability:
the quantification of changes in internal climate variability through time, the
attribution of the future probability of climate extremes, and the understanding of the driving mechanisms for sea-ice variability.
I first introduce a new method that shifts our way of thinking about variability from the time domain towards the ensemble domain. From this method, I
infer consistent estimates of internal climate variability and its change through
time across models. The multi-model view allows me to provide robust evidence that the internal variability of annual near-surface air temperature will
remain unchanged on a global average, but will likely increase in many tropical, subtropical, and polar regions and likely decrease in mid to high latitudes
under large CO2 forcing. The internal variability of Arctic and Antarctic seaice volume and Antarctic sea-ice area will in all likelihood decrease proportionally to the mean sea-ice state. I further find that the simulated trends in
sea-ice volume and area are mostly plausible with respect to observed trends
when model-specific internal variability is taken into account.
Secondly, I attribute the future probability of temperature and precipitation
extremes to changes caused by a shift in the mean and changes caused by a
change in higher-order moments. Based on an empirical threshold approach
for multiple models, I show that the increased probability of hot extremes and
the largely vanishing probability of cold extremes under large CO2 forcing is
mainly determined by the shift in the mean. In contrast, the changed probability of heavy precipitation extremes can be mainly attributed to the projected
change in higher-order moments.
Finally, I challenge the wide-spread belief that intricate atmospheric or
oceanic effects and feedbacks are important drivers of the substantial year-toyear variability of Arctic sea-ice area. I instead provide robust evidence that
most sea-ice variability is directly driven by atmospheric temperature fluctuations. This implies that possible feedback-driven tipping points in the sea-ice
system are unlikely to exist and sets a natural limit to seasonal predictions of
sea ice.
My findings open up pathways for an explicit quantitative consideration of
internal climate variability in climate studies and for the reduction of uncertainties in future climate projections. The methods used here could be applied
to any climate variable and hence be used to further unravel mysteries of internal climate variability in related fields such as paleoclimatology, or Southern
Ocean variability. Enabled by the combination of new ways of thinking and
growing computational power, my findings foster our understanding of internal climate variability on a changing planet.

ix

Z U S A M M E N FA S S U N G

In dieser Dissertation untersuche ich drei verschiedene Aspekte der internen
Klimavariabilität: die Quantifizierung von zeitlichen Änderungen der internen Klimavariabilität, die Ursachenaufteilung von zukünftigen Auftretenswahrscheinlichkeiten von Klimaextremen, und das Verständnis der Antriebsmechanismen für Schwankungen in der Meereisfläche.
Im ersten Teil der Dissertation stelle ich eine neue Methode vor, die unsere
Denkweise über Klimavariabilität von der zeitlichen Dimension zur EnsembleDimension lenkt. Ich nutze diese Methode, um konsistente Abschätzungen
der Klimavariabilität und ihrer zeitlichen Änderung von mehreren Modellen
abzuleiten. Die gleichzeitige Abschätzung für mehrere Modelle erlaubt mir
robust nachzuweisen, dass die interne Variabilität von jährlicher Oberflächentemperatur unter starkem CO2 -Antrieb im globalen Mittel nahezu unverändert bleibt, in tropischen, subtropischen und polaren Regionen wahrscheinlich zunimmt, und in mittleren bis hohen Breiten wahrscheinlich abnimmt.
Die interne Variabilität des arktischen und antarktischen Meereisvolumens
und der antarktischen Meereisfläche nimmt sehr wahrscheinlich und proportional zum mittleren Zustand ab. Zudem zeige ich, dass die von Modellen
simulierten Trends in Bezug auf die beobachteten Trends in der Meereisfläche
und dem Meereisvolumen größtenteils plausibel sind, wenn die modellspezifische interne Klimavariabilität berücksichtigt wird.
Im zweiten Teil der Dissertation quantifiziere ich, wie stark die zukünftig
veränderte Wahrscheinlichkeit von Temperatur- und Niederschlagsextremen
durch die Verschiebung im Mittelwert und die Änderung der höheren Momente der Verteilungen verursacht wird. Mit Hilfe eines empirischen Grenzwertes und täglichen Daten von mehreren Modellen zeige ich, dass die zunehmende Wahrscheinlichkeit von Hitzeextremen und die zumeist verschwindende Wahrscheinlichkeit von Kälteextremen unter starkem CO2 -Antrieb hauptsächlich von der Verschiebung im Mittelwert bestimmt ist. Die veränderte
Auftretenswahrscheinlichkeit von Starkniederschlagsextremen ist hingegen
hauptsächlich mit der Änderung der höheren Momente der Verteilung zu erklären.
Im dritten Teil der Dissertation stelle ich die weit verbreitete Annahme infrage, dass komplizierte atmosphärische Effekte und Rückkopplungen wichtige Antriebe für die erheblichen zwischenjährlichen Schwankungen der arktischen Meereisfläche sind. Stattdessen weise ich robust nach, dass der Großteil
der Meereisvariabilität direkt durch Schwankungen der atmosphärischen Temperatur verursacht ist. Dies macht mögliche, durch Rückkopplungen getriebene, Kipppunkte im System Meereis unwahrscheinlich und setzt eine natürliche Grenze für saisonale Vorhersagen von Meereis.
Die Erkenntnisse meiner Dissertation zeigen neue Wege auf, interne Klimavariabilität in Klimastudien explizit quantitativ zu berücksichtigen, und Unsicherheiten in zukünftigen Klimaprojektionen zu verringern. Die hier genutz-

x

ten Methoden können für jede Klimavariable angewandt und somit dafür verwendet werden, um neues Wissen zur internen Klimavariabilität in benachbarten Forschungsfeldern, wie der Paleoklimatologie oder der Variabilität im
Südlichen Ozean, zu gewinnen. Die hier gewonnenen Erkenntnisse wurden
durch die Kombination aus neuen Denkweisen und wachsender Rechenleistung ermöglicht und erhöhen unser Verständnis der internen Klimavariabilität
auf einem sich verändernden Planeten.
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E X P L O R I N G I N T E R N A L C L I M AT E VA R I A B I L I T Y

Climate science is not just an endeavor born out of scientists’ curiosity but
serves humankind to understand a basis for its own existence. Scientists therefore intensively study the mean climate state of the Earth and its long-term
evolution (IPCC 2014a). However, rather than by the mean climate state, our
everyday life is affected by climate variability. This makes us aware that climate variability is at least as important for the habitability on the Earth as the
mean climate state and thus fundamentally relevant to understand in addition
to the changes in the mean climate (Katz and Brown 1992). These “variations
in the mean state on all spatial and temporal scales beyond that of individual
weather events” (IPCC 2014b) stem from the redistribution and changes in the
amount of energy around the globe. Climate variability results from different
sources: either natural or anthropogenic forcing external to the Earth’s system, or processes internal to the Earth’s system. While we understand many
aspects of the external sources such as variations in solar activity and volcanic
eruptions, and the climate variability caused by changes of the orbital parameters of the Earth (e.g., Shindell et al. 2003), we lack fundamental knowledge
of the functioning of the internally generated climate variability. The importance of internally generated variability within the climate system has been
acknowledged in recent years (e.g., Deser et al. 2012, 2014), but the quantitative role and the physical mechanisms of the interactions of the atmosphere
with the ocean and land surfaces are not well understood. In this dissertation,
I specifically address the quantitative role and the physical mechanisms of the
internal climate variability and its chaotic nature as a key characteristic of the
Earth’s climate system.
1.1

Climate change and
climate variability

Sources of climate
variability

Internal climate
variability

C H AO S I N T H E E A RT H S Y S T E M

55 years ago, Edward N. Lorenz showed that the climate system is chaotic
(Figure 1.1). Based on a system of ordinary differential equations, he was
the first who recognized that small differences in a dynamical system could
trigger very different results (Lorenz 1963). 42 years ago, Klaus Hasselmann
elaborated on the finding by Lorenz. Based on a Statistical Dynamical Model,
he showed that climate variability can be clearly separated by timescales into
a rapidly varying weather component and a slowly responding climate component (Hasselmann 1976). Together with Claude Frankignoul, Hasselmann
further showed in a 2-layer atmosphere-ocean-model that the short-timescale
atmospheric forcing can produce large-scale, low-period climate variability
(Frankignoul and Hasselmann 1977). Today, we know from a number of other
landmark papers that in global climate models these small differences in initial conditions are not only decisive for weather predictions, but also persist

1

Historical context
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Figure 1.1: The Lorenz attractor, which became famous for the “Butterfly effect”. The result
differs dependent on the initial conditions.

Chaotic but not
random

on longer timescales (e.g., Deser et al. 2012, 2014; Hawkins and Sutton 2009;
Knutti and Sedláček 2013; Marotzke and Forster 2015). The relative importance of uncertainty that arises from the initial conditions, from external forcing, and from the representation of the behavior of the climate system differs for different spatial and time scale averages and for different variables
(Hawkins and Sutton 2009). Although the sampling uncertainty from initial
conditions is especially important on shorter time scales and for smaller scale
variables, the projection of any climate variable derived from a single simulation of a climate model is affected by its initial conditions (Collins et al. 2013).
I here follow the spirit of Lorenz (1993) who defined chaos by referring to
“variations that are not random but look random”. Randomness is identical to
the absence of determinism, which allows in a sequence of events that everything that can ever happen can happen next. In contrast, the chaotic climate
system is a dynamical system that is deterministic but sensitively dependent
on the initial conditions. Internal climate variability (ICV), the focus of this
dissertation, simply results from this chaotic nature of the climate system
with its largest contribution from variations in the atmospheric circulation
(e.g., Deser et al. 2014; Wallace et al. 1995). Although chaos is deterministic
and hence potentially predictable, the uncertainty from ICV arises because of
our incomplete knowledge of the full state of the climate system from which
we initialise a model simulation. The climate-modelling community accounts
for the uncertainty in the initial conditions by running multiple simulations
with a single model with tiny, random perturbations in the initial conditions,
or by initialising a single model from atmospheric or oceanic states displaced
in time. In the light of these efforts, I outline three scientific obstacles that so
far prevented and in part still impede a better understanding of ICV.
1.2

O B S TA C L E S T O O U R U N D E R S TA N D I N G O F I N T E R N A L C L I M AT E VA R I A B I L I T Y

Although the understanding of climate variability is a primary goal of climate
science (Hasselmann 1976), the functioning of ICV and its quantitative role
within the climate system are still insufficiently understood. I consider the following three obstacles as key components that explain why major knowledge

1.2 O B S TA C L E S T O O U R U N D E R S TA N D I N G O F I N T E R N A L C L I M AT E VA R I A B I L I T Y
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gaps persist and conflicting findings exist in the three research areas that I
address in this dissertation.
1.2.1

Obstacle 1: A lack of robust estimates

The first obstacle arises from our inability to robustly infer ICV from observations or from climate-model simulations. At least three reasons inhibit inferring the Earth system’s ICV directly from observations. First, observational
records are often too short to allow for an estimate that includes variability
on decadal or longer timescales. Second, the evolution of any observable is
a combination of ICV and an externally forced signal. Properly disentangling
the two is challenging especially when both components interact (Kirtman
et al. 2013) and when the forced signal changes at a different time frequency
than the ICV. Third, observations are not the entire truth. They are often incomplete (e.g., Huang et al. 2017; Karl et al. 2015), of insufficient quality and
hence less reliable the further they reach back in time (e.g., Flato et al. 2013;
Walsh et al. 2017). Further, the products from observations may differ substantially because of the data post-processing that relies on modelling (e.g.,
Bunzel et al. 2016). Although these limitations can be reduced, they cannot
be entirely eliminated (e.g., Flato et al. 2013).
In contrast to the limited possibility to assess the climate system’s internal
variability directly from observations, climate models are powerful tools to
study ICV and its change through time. Their controlled setup outperforms
observations with respect to possible temporal length, spatial coverage, different prescribed forcings and the separation of internally generated and externally forced signals. However, we also struggle to consistently estimate ICV
from climate-model simulations. The CMIP5 models simulate a broad range
of ICV, which points to their differing representation of ICV (Flato et al. 2013).
Consistent estimates of modelled ICV are only available for an unforced state
that is commonly estimated from a preindustrial control simulation with constant external forcing (Figure 1.2a for GMST). However, preindustrial control
simulations are unsuitable to represent the ICV of simulations with a changing
external forcing (e.g., Brown et al. 2017; Kay et al. 2015). Modelled ICV under changing external forcing can now be estimated from multiple ensemble
simulations of a single model, enabled by growing computational capacity
largely due to parallel computing. Although running multiple simulations of
individual models became common in the CMIP5 framework, the low numbers
of ensemble simulations for each model are considered too small for a proper
assessment of forced changes in ICV over time. Some modelling centers now
run large ensembles with a single model, which allows one to clearly separate ICV from the forced signal for different forcing periods (e.g., Banerjee
et al. 2017; Frankignoul et al. 2017; Hedemann et al. 2017; Känel et al. 2017;
Kay et al. 2015). However, the results from single-model large ensembles
are prone to the structural uncertainty of the specific model. While a multimodel approach is desired to increase the sampling of both initial conditions
and model properties (Kirtman et al. 2013), running additional large ensem-

... from observations

... from
climate-model
simulations
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a Option 1: Preindustrial control simulations
MPI-ESM-LR (1)

Model year

b Option 2: Single-model ensembles
MPI-ESM1.1-LE (100)

No. of ensemble
members

Calendar year

Figure 1.2: Existing options to estimate ICV. a A 1000-year long preindustrial control simulation for annual global mean surface temperature (GMST) from MPI-ESM-LR. b
100 ensemble simulations for historical annual GMST from MPI-ESM1.1-LE. The
temperature range in 1850 in b differs from the range in a because of the different
model versions.

Existing knowledge
gaps

A way forward

bles with other models consumes substantial computational resources and is
hence limited.
Despite the two complementary options to estimate ICV from either preindustrial control simulations or single-model ensemble simulations, a full quantification of ICV has not been possible. For instance, so far one could not
consistently estimate forced changes of internal variability over time, nor robustly evaluate climate-model simulations. I postulate that answering these
questions was largely inhibited by the lack of new approaches to sensibly
combine the existing information from climate-model simulations.
In Chapter 2 of this dissertation, I introduce a new method to overcome our
inability to infer robust estimates of ICV and its changes through time from
climate-model simulations. I argue that multimodel-consensus estimates for
different forcing periods can be derived with the tools we have at hand, but
require a new way of thinking about variability both in the time domain and
in the ensemble domain. I use these estimates for assessing changes of ICV
over time and for a robust evaluation of climate-model simulations, but the
method could be used more widely for other climate variables and different
applications.

1.2 O B S TA C L E S T O O U R U N D E R S TA N D I N G O F I N T E R N A L C L I M AT E VA R I A B I L I T Y

1.2.2
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Obstacle 2: A lack of attribution of changes

The second obstacle concerns our inability to robustly assess how and why
the probability of climate extremes changes under climate change. Despite
the tremendous societal interest and the urgent need from adaptation and planning, robust regional information on changes in the future probability of climate extremes is lacking.
I consider the combination of the following three aspects as the major limitation for a robust assessment and a better understanding of the origin of future
climate extremes. First, a precise detrending of the considered timeseries is
required, but this is challenging and is usually performed by removing a linear or higher-order polynomial fit (e.g., Lewis and King 2017; Ylhäisi and
Räisänen 2014). The presence of trends in the mean of temperature and precipitation however sensitively increases the variance (Huntingford et al. 2013;
McKinnon et al. 2016; Rhines and Huybers 2013) and consequently impacts
estimates of skewness and kurtosis. The difficulty to robustly separate signal
from noise explains why the possible changes in higher-order moments of a
distribution and their impact on the probability of climate extremes are rarely
examined in the literature. Second, many approaches to investigate changes in
climate extremes require assumptions about the underlying distribution and
its changes (e.g., Lewis and King 2017; Rahmstorf et al. 2015). The adequacy of such assumptions is, however, questionable especially when applied
uniformly to every grid cell (e.g., Cavanaugh et al. 2015; Lewis and King
2017). Third, the small amount of daily model output compared to monthly
model output in general, and from high-resolution global climate models in
particular impedes robust multi-model analyses. While climate models are
our only tool to project climate extremes, the model resolution, process representation and parameterisations of current global climate models are widely
considered insufficient for simulating many processes relevant for climate extremes. Therefore, an assessment of future climate extremes should at least
not rest on a single model.
I postulate that the described challenges so far prevented us to make substantial progress in estimating the future probability of climate extremes and in
attributing the origin of the projected changes. As a consequence, we lack
global estimates on how much the probability of climate extremes is projected to change on a local level and which proportion of such changes can
be attributed to a shift in the mean and to a change in higher-order moments
such as ICV.
In Chapter 3 of this dissertation, I address the poor understanding of the origin
of the projected changes by quantifying the future probabilities of temperature and precipitation extremes and by attributing them to changes caused by
a shift in the mean and changes caused by a change in higher-order moments.
Based on a proper removal of trends and an empirical threshold approach
that uses daily simulations from multiple models and requires no assumption
on the underlying distribution, I present a method for obtaining robust in-
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formation on the origin of the future probability of climate extremes within
the limits set by the ability of our global climate models to represent such
extremes.
1.2.3

The power of global
climate models

Existing knowledge
gaps

A way forward

Obstacle 3: A lack of technical scope

The third obstacle originates from our inability to fully grasp the causes of
ICV. Simply stating “It’s just internal variability” hardly satisfies scientific
curiosity and builds barriers to our understanding. Explaining ICV instead requires the understanding of the mechanisms that cause it.
Global climate models are an indispensable tool for studying the mechanisms
that cause ICV, because ICV largely manifests in the interactions between all
components of the climate system (Kayano et al. 2005; Mitchell 1976). However, unravelling the physical mechanisms of ICV and their quantitative role
in a chaotic system is challenging in global climate models, because the endeavor necessitates a broad technical scope. First, it requires long fully coupled climate-model simulations in high temporal resolution to properly account for the interactions of the climate components on all timescales up to
centuries, which generates a tremendous amount of data to be stored and
analysed. Second, it requires a sophisticated methodology to quantitatively
separate the physical mechanisms that contribute to ICV. The growing computational power largely enabled by the parallel computing in supercomputers
and the increased data-storage capacities now allow for unravelling the physical mechanisms of ICV.
By using the growing computational power, I quantify the underlying mechanisms that cause the internal variability of Arctic sea-ice area. The scientific
community commonly believes that feedback mechanisms are an essential
cause for sea-ice variability. The ice-albedo feedback that describes the increased warming and hence ice melting caused by a lower reflectivity of open
ocean compared to ice is considered as a key driver. Other proposed mechanisms that cause Arctic sea-ice variability are the cloud feedback, the water
vapour feedback, the forcing by surface winds and the meridional oceanic
heat transport. We are certain about the existence of such radiative effects,
feedbacks and forcings, which is well reasoned by physical laws and conceptual understanding. However, we know much less about the quantitative
relevance of such processes for Arctic sea-ice variability. Previous studies assessed individual drivers, in part limited to certain regions within the Arctic
Ocean, and quantified their role based on correlations to the sea-ice area. I
here propose that such regional viewpoints and the lack of powerful modelling tools inhibited us so far from obtaining a consistent picture on the driving mechanisms of Arctic sea-ice variability which prevents a more complete
understanding of the Arctic climate system.
In Chapter 4 of this dissertation, I quantify the effect of the known physical mechanisms on Arctic sea-ice variability to provide consistent insights
into the processes that primarily cause the variability. In contrast to previous
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studies, I choose an Arctic-wide perspective and quantify the sea-ice variability by switching the proposed mechanisms one-by-one non-interactive within
the fully coupled climate system. I hereby aim to uncover the main mechanisms that cause the Arctic sea-ice area to vary in size from one year to the
next.
In the following three chapters, I specifically address the outlined three obstacles and provide pathways to enable the quantification, the handling and
the understanding of ICV on our changing planet.
1.3

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

The important thing is not to stop questioning.
Curiosity has its own reason for existing.
— Albert Einstein

I here outline eight guiding research questions to be answered in this dissertation. I focus on the internal variability of sea ice and SAT, but my methods
can be applied widely to other climate variables.
In Chapter 2, I ask:

Research questions
on changes in ICV

a. How can ICV be consistently estimated for a changing forcing?
b. How does the internal variability of SAT, sea-ice area and sea-ice
volume change under climate change?
c. How can climate-model simulations be robustly evaluated?
Chapter 2 rests on work that I published jointly with Dirk Notz (Olonscheck
and Notz 2017). The study has been slightly extended and adapted to fit the
structure of this dissertation.
In Chapter 3, I ask:
a. How are the background conditions for climate extremes, i.e. the
mean and the internal variability of daily SAT and daily total precipitation, projected to change?
b. What is the future probability of climate extremes under strong
global warming?
c. How much of the future probability of climate extremes can be attributed to a shift in the mean, and how much to changes in higherorder moments?
Chapter 3 presents results from a paper in preparation.

Research questions
on future climate
extremes
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In Chapter 4, I ask:
a. Which mechanisms primarily drive the variability in Arctic sea-ice
area?
b. What does the relative role of driving mechanisms imply for the
functioning of the Arctic climate system?
Chapter 4 is based on a study that I wrote with co-authors and that is currently
under way for resubmission. The study has been adapted to fit the format of
this dissertation.
In this chapter, I presented three obstacles that so far inhibited a better quantification and understanding of ICV within the climate system. To overcome
the first obstacle, I develop a method for consistently estimating changes in
ICV over time. I introduce and apply this method in the next chapter.

2

C O N S I S T E N T LY E S T I M AT I N G I N T E R N A L C L I M AT E
VA R I A B I L I T Y F R O M C L I M AT E - M O D E L
S I M U L AT I O N S

2.1

S U M M A RY

This chapter introduces and applies a new method to consistently estimate
internal climate variability (ICV) for all models within a multi-model ensemble. The method regresses each model’s estimate of ICV from the preindustrial
control simulation on the variability derived from a model’s ensemble simulations, thus providing practical evidence of the quasi-ergodic assumption. The
method allows one to test in a multi-model consensus view how the internal
variability of a variable changes for different forcing scenarios. Applying the
method to the CMIP5 model ensemble shows that the internal variability of
globally-averaged SAT remains largely unchanged for historical simulations
and might decrease for future simulations with a large CO2 forcing. Regionally, the projected changes reveal likely increases in temperature variability
in the tropics, subtropics, and polar regions, and extremely likely decreases
in mid latitudes. Applying the method to sea-ice volume and area shows that
their respective internal variability likely or extremely likely decreases proportionally to their mean state, except for Arctic sea-ice area, which shows
no consistent change across models. For the evaluation of CMIP5 simulations
of Arctic and Antarctic sea ice, the method confirms that internal variability
can explain most of the models’ deviation from observed trends but often
not the models’ deviation from the observed mean states. The new method
benefits from a large number of models and long preindustrial control simulations, but it requires only a small number of ensemble simulations. The
method allows for consistent consideration of ICV in multi-model studies and
thus fosters understanding of the role of ICV in a changing climate.
2.2

I N T RO D U C T I O N

Internal variability of the climate system, caused by the system’s chaotic nature, limits the predictability of climate (e.g., Deser et al. 2014) and represents a major source of uncertainty for climate projections (e.g., Deser et al.
2012; Hawkins and Sutton 2009, 2011; Swart et al. 2015). Knowledge of ICV
is a prerequisite for climate-change attribution (e.g., Marotzke and Forster
2015; Swanson et al. 2009; Trenberth 2011) and climate-model evaluation
(e.g., Flato et al. 2013; Notz 2015; Stroeve et al. 2014). However, robustly
quantifying ICV in climate studies remains challenging. Here I examine how
ICV in global climate models estimated from preindustrial climate simulations
relates to ICV estimated from the ensemble spread of historical and future cli-
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mate simulations. This allows me to develop a new method to estimate ICV
for individual model simulations, which I apply for assessing changes in ICV
over time and for evaluating climate-model simulations.
The magnitude of the ICV of climate-model simulations is usually estimated
by using one of two different approaches (Collins et al. 2013). The first approach, here called “control-simulation approach,” is based on the analysis
of preindustrial control simulations with constant external forcing (for diverse applications see for example Huber and Knutti 2014; Palmer and McNeall 2014; Resplandy et al. 2015; Roberts et al. 2015; Schindler et al. 2015;
Schneider and Kinter 1994; Swanson et al. 2009). Apart from model drift, any
climate variability of the preindustrial control simulations is ICV. Preindustrial control simulations, typically spanning many centuries, are commonly
sufficiently long to also include multidecadal and longer-term ICV. They are
usually available for any climate model and are, for example, part of the entrance criteria for a model to participate in phase 6 of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (Meehl et al. 2014). However, the control-simulation
approach is commonly considered unsuitable for representing the ICV of simulations with a different or changing external forcing (e.g., Kay et al. 2015).
The second approach, here called “ensemble-spread approach,” addresses
this possible limitation (e.g., Deser et al. 2012, 2014; Wettstein and Deser
2014). The ensemble-spread approach is based on ensemble simulations with
slightly different initial conditions, with each realisation subject to the same
external forcing. The ensemble spread between these different realisations
of a single model measures the ICV for different forcing scenarios. Some
modelling groups run large ensembles of a single model to disentangle the
internally and externally forced contributions in a simulation, because a sufficiently high number of ensemble simulations is required to estimate the
model’s total ensemble spread. However, running multiple realisations with
any given global climate model consumes substantial computational power.
As a consequence, many modelling groups provide only a single realisation
or a small number of ensemble simulations. This inhibits a robust and consistent estimation of model-specific ICV for different forcing scenarios for a
given multi-model ensemble.
I here address this common problem of multi-model studies by examining
the relationship between the estimate of preindustrial ICV from the controlsimulation approach and the estimate of historical or future ICV from the
ensemble-spread approach. I expect similarities between both estimates of
ICV following the quasi-ergodic assumption, which states that the variance of
one sequence of events over time equals the ensemble variance at a given time
(e.g., Hingray and Said 2014; Neumann 1932). However, changes in external
forcing might alter the internal variability of a climate variable over time (Lu
et al. 2014; Sutton et al. 2015). By relating both approaches across a multimodel ensemble, I derive estimates of ICV for different forcings of each given
model.
I apply my method to the model ensemble of phase 5 of the Coupled Model
Intercomparison Project (CMIP5) for SAT, sea-ice volume and sea-ice area (i)

2.2 I N T R O D U C T I O N

to investigate whether the magnitude of internal variability changes over time
and (ii) to robustly evaluate CMIP5 sea-ice simulations.
Possible changes of internal variability over time were investigated by Huntingford et al. (2013), Thompson et al. (2015) and Holmes et al. (2016). Huntingford et al. (2013) used model output from 17 CMIP5 models to investigate
the time-evolving global temperature variability. They examined 11- and 31year detrended ensemble-mean historical and RCP8.5 simulations, and found
that so far, the globally averaged temperature variability has been stable but is
projected to decrease in future. Holmes et al. (2016) analysed future changes
in winter and summer temperature variability in a 17-member ensemble from
a global climate model forced by the SRES A1B emission scenario. They removed 40-year linear trends in ensemble-mean temperature and found strong
regional changes in temperature variability. In contrast to these previous approaches, mine does not require the removal of any trend and thus allows for
a clear separation of ICV from external forcing based on ensemble simulations of individual models. Thompson et al. (2015) estimated the uncertainty
in projections of future climate trends arising from ICV. Using an analytic
model that requires a time-stationary standard deviation for different forcing
scenarios, they related the statistics of the preindustrial control simulation to
the spread of trends in the 40-member ensemble of the global climate model
CCSM3. They concluded that for most regions, the preindustrial control simulation is sufficient to represent the ICV derived from the CCSM3 large ensemble. Based on my multi-model approach, I derive estimates of ICV for
different forcing scenarios for all CMIP5 models; my estimates are largely independent of the ensemble size of a single model. Further, my approach does
not require the standard deviation of a variable to be stationary in time and
thus can be used for variables whose standard deviation changes for different
forcing scenarios.
For the evaluation of CMIP5 simulations, I limit my analysis to sea ice. Recent studies evaluated CMIP5 sea-ice simulations of Arctic sea-ice extent (e.g.,
Flato et al. 2013; Massonnet et al. 2012; Notz 2014; Stroeve et al. 2012),
Antarctic sea-ice extent (e.g., Mahlstein et al. 2013; Zunz et al. 2013) as well
as Arctic sea-ice thickness and volume (Shu et al. 2015; Stroeve et al. 2014).
All of these studies stressed the large influence of internal variability. The
influence of internal variability on Arctic sea-ice trends was specifically estimated by Swart et al. (2015), who investigated both the CMIP5 models and the
30-member ensemble of the global climate model CESM1. They concluded
that internal variability must be carefully accounted for when evaluating seaice simulations, which was also spelled out in a dedicated study by Notz
(2015). Nevertheless, model-specific estimates of internal variability for the
satellite period (1979–today) across the CMIP5 model ensemble do not exist
yet. My method now provides such estimates and consistently considers internal variability in an evaluation of the CMIP5 sea-ice simulations.
Section 2 introduces my method to robustly estimate ICV for different forcing scenarios across models. Section 3 presents the data used. Sections 4 and
5 demonstrate usage of this method by applying it to specific climate ob-
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servables, namely, annual SAT, sea-ice volume, and sea-ice area. Section 6
summarizes my findings.
2.3

M E T H O D A N D A P P L I C AT I O N S

2.3.1

Method

I regress the standard deviation from the control-simulation approach on that
of the ensemble-spread approach. I specifically explain here how this regression allows me to derive a model-specific estimate of ICV across models
for simulations with different forcing scenarios. My method consists of four
steps:
1. I calculate the standard deviation of the preindustrial control simulation
for each model.
2. I calculate the ensemble standard deviation for each model that provides ensemble simulations.
3. I regress the estimates from step 1 onto those from step 2 and fit a
regression line through these estimates. I use this basic version of my
method to assess changes of ICV over time.
4. If the regression can robustly be determined, I use it in a final step to
translate the estimates of the preindustrial standard deviations to estimates corresponding to different forcing scenarios for models with a
single simulation. This extended version of my method gives us consistent estimates of ICV for all models.
I now explain these four steps in detail.
2.3.1.1

Control-simulation approach

I calculate the standard deviation σpiC for a variable x from the preindustrial
control simulation of length T of each model across each output interval of
interest t (e.g., year):
v
u
T
u 1 X
σpiC (T ) = t
(x − xt )2
(2.1)
T −1
t=1

Removing model
drift

However, for two reasons I cannot obtain a reliable estimate of ICV from
directly applying this control-simulation approach to all simulations. First,
some preindustrial control simulations still drift substantially, likely because
the models are at the beginning of the control simulation not yet in equilibrium with the preindustrial forcing (e.g., Frankcombe et al. 2015; Knutson
et al. 2013). I hence remove the least squares linear trend from each model’s
preindustrial control simulation to minimize model drift. Second, because of
multidecadal and longer-term ICV, the standard deviation also depends on
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Power spectra of preindustrial control simulations
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b

+ 2.9%

- 0.5%

Figure 2.1: Logarithmic power spectra for a a preindustrial control simulation that is sufficiently long (HadCM3) and b a preindustrial control simulation that is too short
(HadGEM2-ES) to represent the model’s total internal variability of annual GMST.
The number indicates the change in variance at the last time-equivalent time step of
the spectral distribution of variability. Note that preindustrial control simulations
shorter than the one of HadGEM2-ES can be fully adequate because the suitability
depends on the manifestation of ICV in a model and on the variable analysed.

the length T of the control simulation, which strongly varies among models (cf. Table 2.1). To test whether the control simulations of all models are
sufficiently long to largely cover the model’s total ICV, I analyse their spectral distribution of variability. The logarithmic power spectra reveal that for
some models the maximum spectral power of the control simulation does still
considerably increase at the time scale provided by the length of the control
simulation (see Figure 2.1 for HadCM3 compared to HadGEM2-ES). I here
consider an increase in the spectral power at the time scale of the length T of
the control simulation as considerable when the control simulation’s variance
increases by more than 1% of the total variance for the last time-equivalent
time step ∆(T − (T − 1equiv )) of the spectral distribution of variability. I
choose this criterion that still allows for slight increases in variance to not
exclude too many models. When a model provides too short a control simulation, I assume that the ICV as given by the control simulation is not the total
ICV of this particular model. I here disregard such models.
2.3.1.2

Testing for the
sufficiency of the
simulation length

Ensemble-spread approach

I calculate the ensemble standard deviation σens for a variable x as the square
root of the ensemble variance across the different ensemble simulations n of
a model with N ensemble simulations for each output interval of t (e.g., each
year) averaged over the simulation length T :
v
u T 

N
u1 X
1 X
2
t
σens (N, T ) =
(xt − xn,t )
(2.2)
T
N−1
t=1

n=1

The ensemble-spread approach also includes long-term ICV, because calculating the ensemble standard deviation does not require one to remove any
model trend. The approach avoids possible underestimates of a model’s total ICV due to small numbers of ensemble simulations because it benefits

Advantages of the
ensemble-spread
approach
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from a largely increased sample size caused by considering the estimates of
ensemble variance at every output interval. For example, N = 3 ensemble
simulations with T = 150 years correspond to a simulation with T = 450
years. Hence, the ensemble-spread approach then relies on a sample size of
450, which is similar to the standard length of a control simulation. To nevertheless test the sensitivity of the ensemble standard deviations to very small
numbers of available ensemble simulations, I assess the range of ensemble
standard deviations from any pairwise combination of a model’s ensemble
simulations (i.e., N = 2; see Section 2.5). The upper bound of this range is
given by the two ensemble members with the most contrarily temporal evolution, while the lower bound results from the two ensemble members that
are most similar. I use this range to estimate the uncertainty of the ensemble
standard deviation.
To further assess the suitability of the approach for small numbers of ensemble simulations, I use the 100-member ensemble of the Max Planck Institute
Earth System Model (MPI-ESM1.1-LE) in low resolution covering the period
1850–2005 (see Section 2.4). To examine the trade-off between the required
number of ensemble members and the necessary time-averaging length for
robust estimates of GMST variability, I calculate the respective ensemble standard deviation from all possible consecutive combinations of the 100 ensemble simulations for varying ensemble sizes and time-averaging lengths (Figure 2.2). I find that ensemble sizes as small as three are representative for the
best estimate of the model-simulated variability (horizontal line) at least for

Figure 2.2: Ensemble standard deviation of GMST calculated for varying ensemble size and
time-averaging length from all possible consecutive combinations of the 100 historical simulations from MPI-ESM1.1-LE. The horizontal line marks the best estimate of simulated variability inferred from all 100 ensemble simulations and the
full time-averaging length. The spread of estimates on the right tail is conservative
because the larger the ensemble sizes, the more the combinations suffer from resampling of ensemble members. The estimates differ from the one in Figure 2.4a
because I here show the GMST variability instead of the globally-averaged SAT
variability at every grid cell.
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averaging periods of 100 years or longer. I further find that this representativity of small ensemble sizes for long averaging periods is not only true for
GMST variability, but also holds on a grid-cell level (see Figure A.1 for the
grid cell Hamburg).
The ensemble-spread approach purely samples ICV and circumvents uncertainties due to inconsistent natural external forcings over time in CMIP5. While
preindustrial and future RCP8.5 simulations generally do not include natural
external forcing from volcanic eruptions, historical simulations do contain
volcanic eruptions (e.g., Santer et al. 2014). Since volcanic eruptions considerably contribute to the variability of climate variables, such as GMST (e.g.,
Bradley and Jones 1992; Briffa et al. 1998) and sea-ice area (Rosenblum and
Eisenman 2016), this would bias estimates of preindustrial and future natural
variability low compared to estimates of historical natural variability. However, for my estimates of historical ICV derived from the ensemble-spread
approach, each ensemble member has experienced the same volcanic forcing.
Apart from the minor effects of synchronized ensemble spread in years of
volcanic eruptions, my ensemble standard deviation is thus independent from
volcanic forcing.
2.3.1.3

Basic version of the method

Depending on the specific application, my method can be used in two versions, here called “basic version” and “extended version.” To present both
versions of the method, I use a fictitious example as sketched in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: Schematic view of the method for estimating ICV for different forcing scenarios.
The basic version of the method regresses the estimate of ICV derived from the
preindustrial control simulation of a model (x axis) on the ensemble standard deviation of models with ensemble simulations such as models 1 and 2 (y axis). The
unity line as a reference is indicated by the dashed black line. For the extended
version, a constructed ensemble standard deviation can be derived for models with
a single simulation (model 3) using the regression line through models 1 and 2.
The extended version requires a consistent response of the models with ensemble
simulations.
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For the basic version, I simply relate the estimate of ICV from the controlsimulation approach (2σpiC , x axis) to that of the ensemble-spread approach
(2σens , y axis). This can be done for a single model that provides ensemble
simulations, such as model 1, but also across all models of a given multimodel ensemble that provide ensemble simulations by linear least squares
regression, such as model 1 and model 2. This basic version allows one to directly compare the preindustrial ICV to the ICV for different forcing scenarios
for models with ensemble simulations. I exploit the multi-model relationship
of the basic version to test for a change of ICV over time in application 1.
2.3.1.4

... for models with a
single simulation
only

The extended version builds on the basic version. By using the regression
line through the estimates of ICV of model 1 and model 2, I derive an ensemble standard deviation for models with a single simulation from the model’s
preindustrial estimate of ICV (model 3, situated at the zero line of the ensemble standard deviation). This procedure is based on the key assumption that a
relationship found for many models is valid for other models as well. I justify
the assumption by the underlying theory of quasi ergodicity that I show to
hold for the models with ensemble simulations. To be applicable to a variable, the procedure requires a similar response from models with ensemble
simulations for this variable. If this prerequisite is fulfilled, then the procedure allows one to circumvent limitations associated with models that have a
single realisation only. I keep the original estimates for models with ensemble
simulations and do not adjust their standard deviations to the regression line.
I use these original estimates of ICV for models with ensemble simulations
and the derived estimates from the extended version of my method for models with a single simulation to consistently evaluate sea-ice simulations from
all models in application 2.
2.3.2

Defining the
likelihood of change
in ICV

Testing for the
plausibility of
simulations

Extended version of the method

Applications

To obtain a consensus estimate of the projected direction and magnitude of
a possible change in ICV over time (application 1), I evaluate the regression
line obtained in the simple version of my method at the location of the multimodel mean. To examine the likelihood of an identified change, I test whether
the confidence interval of the regression line includes the unity line. Following the IPCC terminology, I define a change as likely when the 66% confidence
interval of the regression line does not include the unity line and as extremely
likely when the 95% confidence interval of the regression line does not include the unity line. In contrast, I define a change as possible when the 66%
confidence interval of the regression line does include the unity line.
To evaluate the CMIP5 sea-ice simulations (application 2), I consider both the
simulated ICV σmod that I derive from the extended version of my method
and the observational or reanalysis uncertainty δref (see Appendix A). To
combine both sources of uncertainty, I follow an approach of Santer et al.
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(2008) that was adopted by Stroeve et al. (2012). This approach uses a plausibility variable as a measure of model fidelity,
mod − ref
φ= q
σ2mod + δ2ref

(2.3)

that weights the distance between any time-averaged CMIP5 model simulation
(mod) and the time-averaged reference data (ref) by the internal variability
of the simulations and the observational or reanalysis uncertainty. The plausibility variable φ thus quantifies how far the model deviates from the reference
data in units of the associated quantity- and model-specific uncertainty.
2.4

D ATA

To demonstrate the usage of my method, I apply it to the internal variability of
annual SAT and of Arctic and Antarctic sea-ice volume and sea-ice area as simulated by the models that took part in CMIP5 (Taylor et al. 2012). These simulations are available from the Earth System Grid data portal of the Earth System
Grid Federation (http://esgf-node.llnl.gov/search/cmip5/) and from the data
portal from the Centre for Environmental Data Analysis (ftp://ftp.ceda.ac.uk/
badc/cmip5/). For both SAT and sea-ice volume and area, I analyse the preindustrial control simulation, the historical simulations (1850–2005), and future
simulations (2006–2100) driven by the RCP8.5 scenario (Moss et al. 2010) of
each CMIP5 model.
For SAT, I analyse gridded monthly mean data of 145 historical simulations
from 44 different climate models and 87 RCP8.5 simulations from 40 different
climate models (Table 2.1). To account for regional changes in temperature
variability across models, I regrid all CMIP5 simulations by bilinear interpolation on a grid resolution of 1.8947◦ x 3.75◦ . I use the regridded data to
calculate annual globally-averaged SAT by weighting the SAT with the area of
the model grid cells and then averaging annually and globally. The globallyaveraged SAT variability is derived by first calculating the ensemble standard
deviation at every grid cell and by then averaging globally.
For sea ice, I analyse 145 historical simulations from 44 different climate
models and 88 RCP8.5 simulations from 40 different climate models that provide gridded monthly mean data of sea-ice concentration and sea-ice thickness (Table 2.1). From these, sea-ice area is calculated by multiplying the area
of the model grid cells with their sea-ice concentration, which is then added
up over all grid cells for either the Northern or the Southern Hemisphere. The
model output of sea-ice thickness is the equivalent thickness averaged over
the grid cell assuming that the grid cell is entirely ice covered. Sea ice volume is calculated as the product of the area of the model grid cells and their
equivalent sea-ice thickness, which again is added up over all grid cells for
both hemispheres. For reasons explained by Notz (2014), such as differences
in grid geometry and misleading results with respect to model quality as a result of synthetic biases in sea-ice extent, I focus on the more direct and more
physical metric sea-ice area instead of sea-ice extent.

CMIP5 simulations

SAT

Sea-ice
concentration and
thickness
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Table 2.1: CMIP5 simulations and single-model large ensembles used.
Model name

Control run length T

# of SAT simulations

# of sea-ice simulations

[years]

historical

RCP8.5

historical

RCP8.5

extended to 2014

ACCESS1-0
ACCESS1-3
bcc-csm1-1
bcc-csm1-1-m
BNU-ESM
CanESM2
CCSM4
CESM1-BGC
CESM1-CAM5
CESM1-FASTCHEM
CESM1-WACCM
CMCC-CESM
CMCC-CM
CMCC-CMS
CNRM-CM5
CNRM-CM5-2
CSIRO-Mk3-6-0
EC-EARTH
FGOALS-g2
FIO-ESM
GFDL-CM3
GFDL-ESM2G
GFDL-ESM2M
GISS-E2-H
GISS-E2-H-CC
GISS-E2-R
GISS-E2-R-CC
HadCM3
HadGEM2-CC
HadGEM2-ES
inmcm4
IPSL-CM5A-LR
IPSL-CM5A-MR
IPSL-CM5B-LR
MIROC5
MIROC-ESM
MIROC-ESM-CHEM
MPI-ESM-LR
MPI-ESM-MR
MPI-ESM-P
MRI-CGCM3
MRI-ESM1
NorESM1-M
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To evaluate the applicability of small ensemble sizes of individual CMIP5
models, I additionally analyse single-model large ensemble simulations of updated versions of two models that are part of CMIP5: the 35-member ensemble
of the NCAR Community Earth System Model (CESM1-CAM5-BGC) covering the period 1920–2100 with 2006–2100 forced by RCP8.5 (Kay et al. 2015)
and the 100-member ensemble of the Max Planck Institute Earth System
Model (MPI-ESM1.1-LE) in low resolution covering the period 1850–2005.
2.5

A P P L I C AT I O N

Single-model large
ensembles

1: ASSESSING CHANGES OF INTERNAL CLI-

M AT E VA R I A B I L I T Y O V E R T I M E

2.5.1

Surface air temperature

I first apply the basic version of my method to annual SAT (Figure 2.4). For the
historical simulations, plotting the global-mean estimates of internal variability from the control-simulation approach (2σpiC , x axis) against that from
the ensemble-spread approach (2σens , y axis) across the CMIP5 models results in a linear one-to-one relationship (black regression line in Figure 2.4a).
Model estimates of ensemble standard deviation that deviate from the oneto-one relationship are usually very uncertain as shown by the test on how

Surface air temperature
a

Global-mean change

66

b

Figure 2.4: Relationship between the standard deviation of each CMIP5 model preindustrial
control simulation (x axis) and the ensemble standard deviation of the corresponding a historical simulations and b RCP8.5 scenario runs (y axis) for annual globallyaveraged SAT. CMIP5 models that provide ensemble simulations (colored filled dots
with nonzero ensemble standard deviation) are considered for calculating the regression line, the r2 , and the 66% and the 95% confidence intervals, and for calculating the multi-model mean (black circled dot). CMIP5 models that have a too short
preindustrial control-simulation length to cover their total ICV are shown as + symbols. Models with a single simulation are situated at the zero line of the ensemble
standard deviation. Large ensembles are denoted by a triangle or a diamond. The
number of ensemble simulations used to calculate the ensemble standard deviation
is given in parentheses first for the historical simulations and second for the RCP8.5
scenario runs. Uncertainty as a result of the different numbers of ensemble simulations is displayed by assessing the ensemble standard deviation from any pairwise
combination of a model’s ensemble simulations (vertical bars).

line

line
multi-model mean
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representative these estimates are for a model’s total ensemble standard deviation described in Section 2.3.1 (see vertical bars in Figure 2.4a,b). I have
additional support for the one-to-one relationship from the two models that
provide large ensemble simulations, CESM1-CAM5-BGC and MPI-ESM1.1LE (black triangle and diamond, respectively). I thus detect no robust change
in time-averaged internal variability of annual globally-averaged SAT between
the preindustrial and the historical period across the CMIP5 models.
For the future simulations forced by RCP8.5, I detect a possible decrease in
time-averaged internal variability of annual globally-averaged SAT compared
to the preindustrial climate (Figure 2.4b).
To examine the direction and relative magnitude of regional changes in SAT
variability, I use my method to calculate the ratio σens /σpiC averaged for all
models for every grid cell (colored patterns in Figure 2.5a,b). For the historical simulations, I find weak regional changes in SAT variability (Figure 2.5a).
While tropical regions show a possibly (no stippling) increased SAT variability

(

a Relative m

b Relative m

(

)

/

/

)

[K /K ]

Figure 2.5: Regional changes in variability of SAT. a Magnitude of relative change between
the preindustrial SAT variability and the historical SAT variability, and b the magnitude of relative change between the preindustrial SAT variability and the SAT
variability of a future climate forced by the RCP8.5 emission scenario. A possible
increase (red shades) and a possible decrease (blue shades) in SAT variability, and
likely changes (light stippling) and extremely likely changes (strong stippling) are
shown.
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compared to the preindustrial climate (red), many mid-latitude regions show
a possibly decreased SAT variability (blue). The pattern of SAT-variability
change for the historical period already depicts the pattern of change projected for the future.
For the future simulations forced by RCP8.5, I detect strong regional changes
in SAT variability (Figure 2.5b). Whereas many tropical, subtropical, and polar regions show a likely (light stippling) or possibly increased SAT variability, many mid-latitude regions show a likely decreased SAT variability. Many
mid- to high-latitude oceans show extremely likely changes (strong stippling).
The mid- to high-latitude oceans also show the strongest absolute changes in
SAT variability (Figure A.2b). These pronounced decreases over mid- to highlatitude oceans can be explained by the strong sea-ice retreat under large CO2
forcing because the past strong interannual variability in the sea-ice cover is
replaced by open oceans every year.
My findings of a globally-averaged stable internal variability of SAT for the
time-averaged historical period and a possibly decreased internal variability
of SAT for the time-averaged future climate forced by RCP8.5 agree with the
result by Huntingford et al. (2013) that so far the variability of GMST has
not changed but is projected to decrease in the future. They are also in line
with the single-model result by Hawkins et al. (2016), who found a decreased
GMST variability of about 10% for idealized initial condition ensembles of a
global climate model forced by a 1% CO2 increase per year.
Regionally, my findings confirm the result by Huntingford et al. (2013) of
increased variability in regions of low variation and decreased variability in
regions of high variation. My results also agree with the pattern of future
temperature-variability change found by Holmes et al. (2016, their Figures
2 c,d and 4 c,d) and are further consistent with Screen (2014) and Schneider et al. (2015). They all argue that polar amplification decreases the temperature variability in Northern Hemisphere mid latitudes, because northerly
winds are warming more rapidly than southerly winds, especially in winter.
However, my multi-model result often identifies likely and possible changes
because the model estimates differ widely in the direction and/or magnitude
of regional changes.
In contrast to these previous studies that show regional changes in future SAT
variability, Thompson et al. (2015) found a time-stationary internal variability. They show that for most regions, the preindustrial control simulation is
sufficient to represent the future internal variability derived from the CCSM3
large ensemble. Kay et al. (2015) support this independence of regional internal variability from external forcing based on 34-year trends in winter SAT
from CESM1-CAM5-BGC-LE. These inconsistent results, which are mainly
based on ensembles of individual models, demand a multi-model approach.
My multi-model approach discloses often very different model estimates of
projected SAT-variability change that hinders a robust projection of changes
in many regions of the globe. My approach therefore cautions one to use only
individual models for assessing future changes in SAT variability and now
allows for the interpretation of single-model results in a multi-model context.

Comparison to
previous studies
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2.5.2
No historical change
in variability

Future change in
variability in winter

Sea-ice metrics

I now apply the basic version of my method to sea ice. In an analogy to SAT, I
find remarkable similarity between the preindustrial and the historical internal
variability for both Northern and Southern Hemisphere sea-ice volume and
area (Figure 2.6). The single-model large ensembles of CESM1-CAM5-BGC
and MPI-ESM1.1-LR (black triangle and diamond, respectively) confirm the
one-to-one-relationship. When testing for a change in sea-ice internal variability with respect to a future RCP8.5-forced climate, I separately analyse
winter sea ice (Figure 2.7) and summer sea ice (Figure 2.8). For winter Arctic
and Antarctic sea-ice volume, I detect an extremely likely decreased internal
variability compared to the preindustrial climate (Figure 2.7a,b), while for
winter Antarctic sea-ice area I find a likely decreased internal variability (Figure 2.7d). For winter Arctic sea-ice area (Figure 2.7c), the model responses
differ substantially and the future variability proves largely independent of
a model’s preindustrial variability. I suggest two counteracting effects that
cause the models to disagree even on the direction of change. On the one
hand, the variability of Arctic sea-ice area decreases because the mean seaSea ice (pre-industrial control vs historical)
a

b

66

line
line

multi-model mean

c

d

Figure 2.6: Relationship between the standard deviation of each CMIP5 model preindustrial
control simulation (x-axis) and the ensemble standard deviation of the corresponding historical runs (y-axis) for annual a Northern and b Southern Hemisphere seaice volume, and c Northern and d Southern Hemisphere sea-ice area. CMIP5 models shown as colored filled dots are considered for calculating the regression line,
the r2 , the 66 % and the 95 % confidence intervals when several simulations are
provided.
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Winter sea ice (pre-industrial control vs RCP8.5)
a

b
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line
line

multi-model mean
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d

Figure 2.7: As in Figure 2.6, but for the ensemble standard deviation of the corresponding
RCP8.5 scenario runs (y axis) for winter conditions.

ice area decreases (see Section 2.5.3). On the other hand, the variability of
Arctic sea-ice area increases when the sea ice is detached from continental
boundaries (Eisenman et al. 2011), when the sea ice becomes thinner (e.g.,
Bitz and Roe 2004; Notz 2009), and when the high-latitude temperature variability increases (cf. Figure 2.5b). The inconsistent model responses even on
the direction of change might reflect the different manifestation and timing of
these counteracting processes in each model.
For summer sea ice, I consider only sea-ice volume larger than 1 · 103 km3
and sea-ice area larger than 1 · 106 km2 to prevent artifacts arising from touching the lower bound of zero sea ice. As for winter, I find an extremely likely
decreased internal variability of summer Arctic and Antarctic sea-ice volume
and a likely decreased internal variability of summer Antarctic sea-ice area
compared to preindustrial conditions (Figure 2.8a,b,d). My result for summer
Antarctic sea-ice area is consistent with Goosse et al. (2009, their Figure 1b),
who show a decreasing sea-ice variability with a decreasing mean state for
March Antarctic sea-ice extent.
In contrast to these variables, the future internal variability of summer Arctic
sea-ice area possibly increases and becomes largely independent of the different preindustrial manifestations of internal variability (Figure 2.8c). The
possible increase agrees with the result for CCSM3 (Holland et al. 2008) and
is consistent with the study by Goosse et al. (2009) on September Arctic
sea-ice extent. Based on 14 global climate models, Goosse et al. (2009, their

Future change in
variability in
summer

Variability of Arctic
sea-ice area in
summer
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Summer sea ice (pre-industrial control vs RCP8.5)
a

b

66

line
line

multi-model mean

c

d

Figure 2.8: As in Figure 2.7, but for summer conditions. Note that only a sea-ice volume > 1
· 103 km3 and a sea-ice area > 1 · 106 km2 are considered when calculating the
ensemble standard deviation.

Figure 1a) showed that the variability in September Arctic sea-ice extent increases until the mean sea-ice area has decreased to around 3 · 106 km2 and
then decreases for a lower mean September sea-ice extent. Averaged over the
period 2005–2100, I thus find increased variability in summer Arctic sea-ice
area across all models (Figure 2.8c). As for winter, the variability in future
summer Arctic sea-ice area is possibly increased because the sea ice becomes
detached from continental boundaries, becomes thinner, and is vulnerable to
increases in high-latitude temperature variability.
In summary, the magnitude of modeled annual mean internal variability of
sea-ice volume and area remains largely unchanged for the historical period.
In contrast, the magnitude of internal variability in winter and summer sea ice
decreases in the RCP8.5 scenario, except for the variability of Arctic sea-ice
area, which shows inconsistent model responses on the way to ice-free conditions. The inconsistent model responses for Arctic sea-ice area highlight the
benefit of my multi-model approach compared to single-model studies, as it
allows for the interpretation of single-model results in a multi-model context.
2.5.3

Linking sea-ice variability to the mean sea-ice state

Previous studies showed a linear relationship between mean temperature and
temperature variability in the range of high-latitude annual mean tempera-
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Sea-ice variability vs. mean sea-ice state
a

b

c

d

Figure 2.9: Relationship between the standard deviation and the mean state of the preindustrial (filled dots), reference data time period (triangles) and future RCP8.5-forced
climate (circles) of winter a Northern and b Southern Hemisphere sea-ice volume,
and c Northern and d Southern Hemisphere sea-ice area for the CMIP5 models.
Symbols are shown each in the model-specific color. Dashed lines indicate the
mean state of reference data from 1979 to 2014. Note that for future Arctic seaice area only the estimates from models with ensemble simulations are shown,
because the regression line based on these models is highly uncertain and does
not allow to robustly derive estimates for models with a single simulation (see
Figure 2.7c).

tures (Esau et al. 2012, their Figure 3b) and a linear relationship between
mean Arctic temperatures and mean Arctic sea-ice area (e.g. Gregory et al.
2002; Mahlstein and Knutti 2012) for global climate models. To test whether
sea-ice variability is also linked to the mean sea-ice state in CMIP5 models,
I apply the extended version of my method. The time-averaged evolution of
internal variability for the sea-ice metrics in winter (Figure 2.9a–d) shows
that models with a high preindustrial mean state simulate a higher preindustrial estimate of internal variability of the corresponding sea-ice variable than
models with a low preindustrial mean state (filled dots). The cross-model
relationship for the preindustrial state also holds for a single model over
time, which one can infer from following individual models over time in Figure 2.9. If for the reference data period 1979–2014 (triangles) the modeled
time-averaged mean sea-ice state is decreased compared to the preindustrial
mean state (filled dots), then the internal variability is usually reduced sim-
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ilarly. The decrease in internal variability continues for the RCP8.5-forced
decrease in the mean sea-ice state (circles) for all metrics except for Arctic sea-ice area, whose future variability is largely independent of the future
mean Arctic sea-ice area.
Except for future Arctic sea-ice area, my analysis implies that the stronger
the mean sea-ice state is altered, the more the internal sea-ice variability is
reduced. From this relationship between the mean state and the variability
of sea ice in CMIP5, I learn that when assuming that the models are realistic,
knowledge about the mean state of the observable can be an emergent constraint for the system’s internal variability, as also stated by Bathiany et al.
(2016) based on two box models and a comprehensive Earth system model.
However, because of the spread of modeled estimates, the relationship between the mean state and the variability permits only a rough estimate of the
system’s total variability from the mean state of a short observational time
series. For comparison to observational or reanalysis data shown as dashed
lines in Figure 2.9a,c,d, I show the model simulations for the reference data
period 1979–2014 instead of those from the historical period.
2.6

True sea-ice
variability is
unknown

Evaluating CMIP5
simulations of
sea-ice area and
volume

A P P L I C AT I O N

2 : P L A U S I B I L I T Y O F S E A - I C E S I M U L AT I O N S

To present a second application of my method, I use its extended version
for a robust and consistent assessment of the plausibility of sea-ice simulations from all CMIP5 models. I specifically stress here that only my robust
estimation and consideration of modeled internal variability for evaluating
sea-ice simulations is needed, since I do not know the system’s true internal
variability that otherwise could be used. I lack this knowledge because the
observational record of sea-ice evolution is short and no robust estimate of
the internal variability of the preindustrial sea-ice state exists. When applying the emergent constraint between internal variability and the mean state as
discussed in Section 2.5.3, I face too broad a range of modeled estimates to
derive a robust relationship that could be used to properly estimate the system’s true internal variability based on the observed mean state.
The plausibility of the CMIP5 sea-ice simulations is tested for the metrics seaice volume and sea-ice area for the Northern Hemisphere and sea-ice area for
the Southern Hemisphere both with respect to 30-year trends and the mean
state. No evaluation of CMIP5 simulations of Southern Hemisphere sea-ice
volume is provided because I lack a consistent long-term reanalysis data-set
as a reference. Reference observational or reanalysis data for the considered
measures are available from 1979 until today. To maximize overlap of this
period with the CMIP5 simulations, I prolong the historical (1850–2005) seaice simulations until 2014 using simulations based on future RCP emission
scenarios (Moss et al. 2010). Depending on availability and to maximize the
number of models included in the analysis, I use RCP4.5 (preferred) or RCP8.5
for the extension of the historical sea-ice simulations. The choice of using either RCP4.5 or RCP8.5 for the extension of the historical runs until 2014 does
not influence the evaluation result because both RCPs differ only slightly dur-
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Figure 2.10: Portrait plot of the plausibility of CMIP5 sea-ice simulations for the 30-year trend
and the mean state of a Northern Hemisphere sea-ice volume, b Northern Hemisphere sea-ice area, and c Southern Hemisphere sea-ice area based on the distance
between each extended historical CMIP5 model simulation and reference data (PIOMAS for Northern Hemisphere sea-ice volume and the CDR satellite retrieval
for sea-ice area). Deviations are shown in units of φ, which combines δref and
σmod ; a model’s negative (red) and positive (blue) deviation with respect to
reference data are indicated. Note that each model name is attached to the first
ensemble simulation only.

ing this period. The extension of the historical sea-ice simulations reduces
the total number of available simulations to 119 (see Table 2.1). For the evaluation of the mean sea-ice state, each model simulation is averaged over the
period 1979–2014. The same is done for the reference data. In case of 30year trends, both the model output and the reference data are averaged over
the six 30-year linear trends obtained from the available 36-year-long time
series from 1979 to 2014. CMIP5 model plausibility subdivided for each individual simulation and each month is presented as a portrait plot as introduced
by Gleckler et al. (2008) (Figure 2.10). This is a condensed color-coded way
to compare different variables of different model simulations to each other.
The color indicates the likelihood of the model simulation to be consistent
with the reference data. Red corresponds to a model’s negative deviation with
respect to the reference data, whereas blue indicates a model’s positive devi-
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ation. While φ = 0 describes perfect agreement between the model output
and the reference data, simulations are plausible at a likelihood of 95% when
their deviations from the reference data result in −2 < φ < 2. Deviations
larger than −3 < φ < 3 are plausible at a likelihood of 1%.
By now consistently taking model-specific internal variability and reference
data uncertainty into account, I find that internal variability can explain much
of the differences between the models and the reference data for 30-year
trends in sea-ice volume and sea-ice area (Figure 2.10a–c, left columns),
whereas for some models it cannot explain the model biases of the mean state
(Figure 2.10a–c, right columns). More specifically, my results reveal that for
most models their internal variability is sufficiently high to explain the models’ deviations from observed Northern Hemisphere trends in sea-ice volume
and in sea-ice area, from Southern Hemisphere trends in sea-ice area, and the
mean state of Northern Hemisphere sea-ice area. In contrast, for many models their internal variability cannot explain the model’s deviation from the
reanalysed mean state of Northern Hemisphere sea-ice volume and observed
Southern Hemisphere sea-ice area.
My results confirm previous findings that modeled Northern Hemisphere trends
in sea-ice area are generally less negative than the observed trends, especially
in summer (e.g., Stroeve et al. 2012) and that modeled Southern Hemisphere
trends in sea-ice area are more negative / less positive than the ones observed
(e.g., Haumann et al. 2014; Mahlstein et al. 2013; Zunz et al. 2013). Nevertheless, the internal variability of most of the models can explain the annual
mean deviations of the modeled trends in sea-ice area from the ones observed
at a likelihood of 95%, in line with the discussion by Notz (2015).
Overall, the results show that the plausibility of models differs widely, both
within one metric and across metrics. On the one hand, this variety is simply
caused by the different model performances in simulating a sea-ice metric.
On the other hand, this variety is also a result of the different model-specific
internal variability taken into account for the model evaluation. For example,
the simulations of two different models having the same distance to the reference data will have a different plausibility if one model is characterized by
a different internal variability than the other. Evaluating the different model
performances in the light of different model-specific internal variability is the
strength of this evaluation approach.
2.7

A new method to
estimate ICV for
different forcing
scenarios

CONCLUSIONS

I present a method that allows one to derive a robust estimate of ICV in
climate-model simulations. I combine the control-simulation approach and
the ensemble-spread approach that are commonly used for estimating ICV
from model simulations. The method provides practical evidence that the
quasi-ergodic assumption holds as long as the ICV is not changed by external forcing. Across different metrics, I find a linear relationship between the
estimates from both approaches, which allows me to translate the modeled
ICV of the preindustrial control climate to that of the historical and future
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climate. This multi-model approach also allows for robust estimates of historical and future ICV for models with a single simulation. This new method for
estimating ICV for different forcing scenarios is readily transferable to other
variables and other applications in future multi-model studies. The applicability of my method is limited when the ensemble spread is averaged over
much shorter periods than several decades, or when the ensemble standard
deviations estimated for models with ensemble simulations have inconsistent
directions of change, such as for future Arctic sea-ice area.
I present results from two applications of this method, namely, the assessment
of changes of ICV over time and the evaluation of climate-model simulations.
From applying my method to annual globally-averaged SAT and sea-ice volume and area for assessing large-scale changes of internal variability over
time, I find
1. a stable internal variability of annual globally-averaged SAT and sea-ice
volume and area for the historical climate compared to the preindustrial
climate,
2. a possibly decreased multi-model mean internal variability of annual
globally-averaged SAT for the RCP8.5 scenario,
3. an extremely likely decreased internal variability of winter and summer Arctic sea-ice volume and winter and summer Antarctic sea-ice
volume and a likely decreased internal variability of winter and summer Antarctic sea-ice area for a future climate forced by the RCP8.5
scenario, while winter and summer Arctic sea-ice area show inconsistent model responses,
4. changes in sea-ice variability to be largely controlled by changes in the
mean sea-ice state, except for future Arctic sea-ice area, which gets
detached from continental boundaries and is vulnerable to increased
SAT variability.
On a regional scale, the method offers a multi-model consensus view on how
and where internal temperature variability is projected to change in future. I
find that
1. the pattern of possible SAT-variability change for the historical period
already depicts the pattern of change projected for the future, in agreement with temperature extremes that occurred in the last decade (for an
overview see Coumou and Rahmstorf 2012),
2. many mid latitudes are extremely likely to experience or will likely experience strong decreases in SAT variability, while many subtropical,
tropical, and polar regions will likely experience strong increases in
SAT variability under a future RCP8.5-forced climate. The multi-model
consensus pattern of a projected increased temperature variability with
possibly associated extreme events, especially on land, has major implications for society.
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In the context of previous studies (Deser et al. 2000[a]; Holmes et al. 2016;
Schneider et al. 2015; Screen 2014), my study suggests a close interplay
between the mean state and the variability of SAT and sea-ice volume and
area. Under global warming, the mean Arctic sea-ice cover decreases linearly with mean Arctic temperature (e.g., Gregory et al. 2002; Mahlstein and
Knutti 2012). My results show that decreases in sea-ice variability are directly
linked to the decrease in the mean sea-ice state as also found by Bathiany et
al. (2016). This link between SAT variability and sea-ice variability via their
mean states is enforced by the high sensitivity of thin sea ice to ocean and atmosphere temperatures (e.g., Bathiany et al. 2016; Bitz and Roe 2004; Notz
2009). For Arctic sea-ice area, the link between sea-ice variability and the
mean sea-ice state is less prominent, likely because of the competing effect
of increased SAT variability. When sea ice that keeps SAT close to the melting temperature is replaced by open ocean, the SAT variability can increase
and thus allows for an increased variability of the remaining sea-ice area. For
both annual globally-averaged SAT and sea-ice volume and area, applying my
method reveals that the small CMIP5 ensemble size of a model is already representative of the model’s total internal variability as shown for CESM1-CAM5
and MPI-ESM-LR based on their large ensembles. This representativeness of
only few ensemble simulations of a model and the hugely different manifestation of ICV in CMIP5 models suggests that a multi-model approach offers
more robust estimates for changes in ICV than results based on single-model
large ensembles. The method proves powerful in addressing questions of regional temperature variability such as extreme events, which are commonly
investigated using single-model large ensembles. Consequently, I consider
the method as a useful tool for studies on ICV complementary to large ensemble simulations of a single model.
For the evaluation of climate-model simulations, the method permits a uniform consideration of model-specific ICV for all models independent from
whether they provide several realisations or not. When applied to CMIP5 simulations of sea-ice volume and area, I conclude the following:
1. My multi-model approach discloses a highly variable model-specific
internal variability of sea-ice volume and area. The different manifestation of internal variability in CMIP5 models hence must be considered
in climate-model evaluation, as discussed previously by Stroeve et al.
(2014), Notz (2014, 2015) and Swart et al. (2015).
2. The consideration of model-specific internal variability in evaluating
CMIP5 sea-ice simulations is crucial for understanding the discrepancies between model output and reference data. The results allow for a
distinction between model deviations that are plausible due to internal
variability and reference data uncertainty and those that cannot be explained by these sources of uncertainty and thus point to model biases.
The applications discussed here show the potential of my simple method for
estimating ICV for individual models and across multi-model ensembles. It
allows me to gain both a robust assessment of temporal changes in variability
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and a robust evaluation of model plausibility. In addition, my method allows
me to directly quantify the agreement among models, which I often find to be
quite low. I hence caution against the overinterpretation of possible changes
in ICV obtained from single-model studies. Finally, while I limited myself to
an assessment of SAT and sea-ice volume and area, my method is applicable
for a wide range of climate variables and thus hopefully contributes to further
understanding of ICV and its role for the climate evolution of our planet.
The multi-model approach that I introduced in this chapter complements our
methodological toolset and enables us to understand changes in ICV over time.
I now turn our attention to how such changes in ICV, specifically those in
temperature and precipitation variability, are projected to impact the future
probability of climate extremes. I investigate this question by attributing the
projected change in probability to a shift in the mean and to changes in higherorder moments of the distributions of daily SAT and daily total precipitation.
I quantify both contributions to the future probability of climate extremes in
the next chapter.
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CHANGES IN MEAN AND HIGHER-ORDER MOMENTS

Say you were standing with one foot in the oven
and one foot in an ice bucket.
According to the percentage people,
you would be perfectly comfortable.
— Bobby Bragan

3.1

S U M M A RY

Climate extremes can strongly affect human well-being, economy and ecosystems (IPCC 2012). Their extensive impacts demand for robust knowledge
about future changes in climate extremes. However, quantifying the future
probability of climate extremes under global warming is a scientific challenge, because the occurrence might not only be determined by the change
in the mean, but also by respective changes in higher-order moments of the
distribution. The relevance of changes in higher-order moments for the future
probability of climate extremes is, however, difficult to assess and therefore
debated (e.g., Fischer et al. 2013; McKinnon et al. 2016; Parey et al. 2013).
Based on an empirical threshold approach, I here show that the increased
future probability of hot extremes and the decreased future probability of
cold extremes can be primarily attributed to the shift towards warmer temperatures rather than to changes in higher-order moments. Changes in higherorder moments are nevertheless important, as they counteract the increased
future probability of hot extremes in high latitudes, strengthen the increased
future probabilities of hot extremes in many mid latitudes, and reinforce the
decreased future probability of cold extremes in mid- to high latitudes. Unlike for temperature extremes, the increased future probability of heavy precipitation extremes in most tropical and mid- to high-latitude regions and the
decreased future probability mainly over subtropical oceans is primarily determined by changes in higher-order moments, while respective shifts in the
mean precipitation amount are of secondary importance. By quantifying the
global contributions from changes in mean and in higher-order moments to
the future probability of climate extremes on the local scale, this study provides basic understanding to better inform society and adaptation planning.
3.2

I N T RO D U C T I O N

Global warming results in changes in the occurrence of climate extremes
which impact society more than changes in the mean climate (e.g., Katz and
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Brown 1992; Lewis and King 2017). Changes in climate extremes can be
caused by a shift in the mean, by a changed variability and by a changed
symmetry in distributions of temperature and precipitation (IPCC 2012), and
they usually occur due to a combination of changes in these central statistical
moments (e.g., Meehl et al. 2000; Trenberth et al. 2015). However, despite
substantial research, the relative importance of changes in the central statistical moments for assessing the future probability of climate extremes is still
unclear (e.g., Lewis and King 2017). To fill this gap, I here quantify the contributions from changes in the mean and from changes in higher-order moments
to the future probability of temperature and precipitation extremes.
Previous studies disagree on the importance of possible changes in higherorder moments for the observed and future probability of climate extremes.
Whether past and future changes in temperature extremes can be approximated by the shift in the mean alone or are also strongly modulated by
changes in higher-order moments is subject to considerable scientific debate.
Some studies implicitly assumed unchanged variability (e.g., Zhou and Yu
2006) or argued that a shift in the mean accounts for much of the change
in temperature extremes without requiring changes in higher-order moments
(Donat and Alexander 2012; McKinnon et al. 2016; Rhines and Huybers
2013; Räisänen 2002; Simolo et al. 2011; Tingley and Huybers 2013). Specifically, Räisänen (2002) showed for 19 CMIP2 simulations with gradual doubling of CO2 that future changes in the extremes of interannual variability of
monthly temperature will be largely determined by the shift in the mean because the changes in variability are much smaller. Simolo et al. (2011) showed
a dominant role of the shifted mean for observed changes in hot and cold
extremes over Europe and ruled out contributions from changes in higherorder moments. Donat and Alexander (2012) reported that globally-observed
changes in daily maximum and minimum temperature distributions are dominated by the shifted mean, with insignificant changes in variance and slight
skewness towards hot temperatures. Based on instrumental data and proxy
records, Tingley and Huybers (2013) showed that recent hot extremes can, to
first order, be explained by the increased mean with constant variability in
space and time. Based on quantile regression, McKinnon et al. (2016) quantified observed Northern Hemisphere mid-latitude changes in summer daily
maximum and minimum temperature distributions and found that about 90%
of the trends in temperature extremes can be explained by a shift in the mean
with the remainder attributable to changes in the higher-order moments.
In contrast, other studies suggested that changes in higher-order moments,
especially variance, are considerable and potentially more decisive for temperature extremes than the shift in the mean (e.g., Barrow and Hulme 1996;
Mearns et al. 1984; Perkins-Kirkpatrick et al. 2017; Schär et al. 2004). Ylhäisi and Räisänen (2014) globally investigated future changes in skewness
in a multi-model framework and showed that the assumption of a simple shift
of the distribution does not hold for daily temperatures, because the temperature increase differs between the highest and the lowest percentiles. In
line with their study, Lewis and King (2017) reported consistent skewness
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in projected daily temperatures towards hot extremes for the 21st century
and Lustenberger et al. (2014) found asymmetric changes in observed daily
temperature variability for Europe. By fitting a normal distribution to Swiss
summer temperatures, Schär et al. (2004) found that the 2003 heat wave in
Europe cannot be explained only by the shift in the mean, but also requires
an increased variability. Based on daily temperature time series for Eurasia
and the United States, Parey et al. (2013) argued that trends in variance cannot be neglected when assessing changes in temperature extremes. Ballester
et al. (2010) showed with an ensemble of regional climate simulations over
Europe that deriving changes in temperature extremes requires knowledge of
the mean, standard deviation and skewness of the distribution, and specifically point to the role of skewness.
In contrast to the relative importance of changes in the mean and higherorder moments for temperature extremes in both observations and climatemodel simulations, their relative importance for precipitation extremes is examined less in the literature. Karl and Knight (1998) found disproportionate
changes across the precipitation distribution in the United States, with an increased proportion of total precipitation derived from heavy extremes at the
expense of more moderate precipitation. Jakob and Walland (2016) examined
the relative role of the shift in the mean over the 20th century and natural
climate variability for the probability of climate extremes in Australia and
showed that daily precipitation extremes rarely exhibit long-term change but
are strongly modulated by the El Niño Southern Oscillation. Pendergrass et
al. (2017) showed that global precipitation variability is projected to increase
by at least as much as mean precipitation and less than heavy precipitation
extremes. They argued that this muted increase in the mean precipitation relative to extreme precipitation requires a change in the shape of the distribution, specifically an increase in skewness, to break the symmetry between the
changes in mean, variability, and extreme precipitation (see also Pendergrass
and Gerber 2016).
Despite these research efforts, the relative contributions from changes in the
mean and in higher-order moments to the future probability of climate extremes remain unclear. To better understand the origin of changes, I here quantify the future probability of temperature and precipitation extremes inferred
from multiple models and systematically attribute the projected changed probability to a shift in the mean and to changes in higher-order moments.
3.3
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To quantify the contributions from changes in the mean and changes in higherCMIP5 models with
daily ensemble
order moments to the future probability of climate extremes, I use the CMIP5
simulations
model simulations of daily near-surface air temperature (SAT) and daily total
precipitation from nine models that provide ensemble simulations for the historical period and for the future forced by the RCP8.5 emission scenario (Table 3.1). These simulations are available from the Earth System Grid data portal of the Earth System Grid Federation (http://esgf-node.llnl.gov/search/cmip5/).
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Table 3.1: CMIP5 models with daily ensemble simulations used.
Model name

CanESM2
CCSM4
CSIRO-Mk3-6-0
EC-EARTH
HadGEM2-CC
HadGEM2-ES
IPSL-CM5A-LR
MIROC5
MPI-ESM-LR

Spatial resolution

# of simulations for SAT and total precipitation

latitude x longitude

historical

RCP8.5

5
3
10
7
3*
4
4
3
3

5
3
10
7
3**
4**
4
3
3

2.7906 x 2.8125
0.9424 x 1.25
1.8653 x 1.875
1.1215 x 1.125
1.25 x 1.875
1.25 x 1.875
1.8947 x 3.75
1.4008 x 1.40625
1.8653 x 1.875

* start in year 1960, ** end in year 2098

Removal of trends

Empirical threshold
approach

Definition of
extremes

I compare the probabilities of climate extremes for the future period 20342100 to those for the observational period 1950-2016. Given the high sensitivity of higher-order moments to the trends in both periods, the quantification
of changes in higher-order moments requires a proper removal of trends. I
detrend the observational-period and future-period daily temperature and precipitation timeseries of each ensemble member of a model in two steps. First,
I calculate the ensemble mean of each model’s ensemble simulations and
apply a one-year running mean to the ensemble mean to remove its annual
cycle. Second, I subtract this ensemble mean from each ensemble member
to remove the forced signal on timescales longer than a year. Assuming an
adequate removal of the forced signal, this isolates the internal climate variability (ICV) of each ensemble member which allows me to examine possible
changes in higher-order moments in the distributions of SAT and total precipitation. To quantify the shift in the mean, I calculate the difference between
the mean of both periods. To examine the future probability of climate extremes, I use the detrended first ensemble member of each model. The results
are insensitive to the choice of the ensemble member.
I use an empirical threshold approach to quantify the contributions from a
shift in the mean and a change in higher-order moments to the future probability of climate extremes (Figure 3.1). The approach considers the full distributions of SAT and total precipitation and does not rely on assumptions
about the underlying distribution. I define higher-order moments as all statistical moments of a distribution higher than the first central moment, the mean.
Higher-order moments thus include variance, skewness, kurtosis and all highorder moments. Following threshold indices for extremes (Zhang et al. 2011),
I define hot or cold extremes as the hottest or coldest 5% of days of the 66year observational-period timeseries of SAT at every grid cell, which corresponds to all days that are warmer than the 95th percentile or colder than the
5th percentile of the observational-period PDF, respectively (see Figure 3.1a).
Likewise I define heavy precipitation extremes as the wettest 5% of days of
the 66-year observational-period timeseries of total precipitation at every grid
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Figure 3.1: Schematic view of the empirical threshold approach to quantify the contributions
to the future probability of climate extremes from a shift in the mean and from
changes in higher-order moments for cold and hot extremes. a The 1950-2016
observational-period PDF that defines the 5% threshold for cold extremes and the
95% threshold for hot extremes. b The 2034-2100 future PDF that defines the future
probability of cold and hot extremes caused by both a shift in the mean and the
change in higher-order moments. c The observational-period PDF is shifted by its
mean difference to the future PDF which isolates the respective changed probability
that is attributable to the shift in the mean. The respective changed probability that
can be attributed to changes in higher-order moments results from the difference
in the areas with red lines between b and c.

cell, which corresponds to all days that are wetter than the 95th percentile
of the observational-period PDF. I use these observational-period thresholds
for extremes, because humans are locally adapted to these extremes and a
changed future probability with respect to the observational-period probability likely requires adaptation measures.
To quantify the future probability of hot extremes, I use the future PDF and
count the number of days that exceed the threshold criterion of the observational period (area with red lines in Figure 3.1b). To quantify the contribution
to the future probability of hot extremes from a shift in the mean, I shift the
otherwise unchanged observational-period PDF by adding the difference in
the mean of both periods for every grid cell (Figure 3.1c). The number of
days that exceed the 95th percentile of the observational-period PDF defines
the future probability of hot extremes that can be attributed to the shift in the
mean (area with red lines in Figure 3.1c). To quantify the contribution to the

Quantifying changes
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them to a shift in the
mean
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future probability of hot extremes from changes in higher-order moments, I
subtract the change inferred from only the shift in the mean from the change
caused by both the shift in the mean and the change in higher-order moments
between both periods (area with red lines in Figure 3.1b minus that in Figure 3.1c). This difference quantifies the contribution from changes in higherorder moments that is possible with a concurrent shift in the mean. In addition,
I use an alternative approach that quantifies the contribution from changes in
higher-order moments without a concurrent shift in the mean. To do so, I shift
the otherwise unchanged future PDF to the mean of the observational-period
PDF and directly count the number of days that exceed the 95th percentile
of the observational-period PDF. For cold extremes and heavy precipitation
extremes, I use the analogous procedure to quantify their future probabilities
and the respective contributions from a shift in the mean and from changes in
higher-order moments.
To provide a multi-model mean estimate, I regrid the CMIP5 model estimates
of the future probability of climate extremes on a 1◦ x1◦ grid by bilinear interpolation and average the estimates from all models. To quantify the intermodel robustness of the projected change in probability, I calculate the intermodel standard deviation normalised by the projected change of the multimodel mean. I consider a projected change as robust across models where
the change of the multi-model mean is larger than the inter-model standard
deviation.
This empirical threshold approach allows for a clear separation between robust changes in the future probability of climate extremes caused by a shift in
the mean and those caused by changes in higher-order moments.
3.4
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Quantifying changes
in mean and internal
variability
... for SAT

Before I attribute the future probabilities of climate extremes to a shift in the
mean and to changes in higher-order moments, I first quantify how much the
mean and the internal variability of daily SAT and daily total precipitation
are projected to change between the observational and the future period (Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3). As in Chapter 2 and Olonscheck and Notz (2017),
I here use twice the ensemble standard deviation as a measure of ICV. By
relating the estimates of globally-averaged SAT for all models between both
periods (compare with Figure 2.4 and the method introduced in Section 2.3.1),
I find that all nine CMIP5 models consistently project an increase in the mean
and a decrease in the internal variability of SAT (Figure 3.2a,b). The projected
decrease in the internal variability qualitatively differs from the finding in
Figure 2.4b because of the use of daily data instead of annual data. For the
observational period, the estimates from the three reanalysis products ERA40/ERA-Interim (Dee et al. 2011), JRA-55 (Harada et al. 2016; Kobayashi
et al. 2015) and NCEP/NCAR (Kalnay et al. 1996) agree with the magnitude
of the simulated estimates of globally-averaged SAT. The pattern of the multimodel mean change reveals that the northern high latitudes contribute most
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Figure 3.2: Projected change in daily near-surface air temperature (SAT) across models. a
The globally-averaged mean state from 2034-2100 as a function of the globallyaveraged mean state from 1950-2016, and b the globally-averaged internal variability from 2034-2100 as a function of the globally-averaged internal variability
from 1950-2016 for nine CMIP5 models (filled dots). The estimates from three reanalysis products (vertical grey dotted lines and their mean in black) are compared
to the multi-model mean estimate (vertical red dotted line) for the observational
period. Multi-model mean change in c the mean state and d the internal variability
between 1950-2016 and 2034-2100 at every grid cell. The absolute mean state and
internal variability for both periods is shown in Figure B.1. Crossed areas mark
insignificant changes at the 95% significance level.

to the globally-averaged increase in SAT (e.g., Pithan and Mauritsen 2014;
Serreze and Barry 2011) and to the globally-averaged decrease in its internal variability (Figure 3.2c,d; compare Holmes et al. 2016; Schneider et al.
2015).
In contrast to daily SAT, I find that all nine CMIP5 models consistently project
an increase in both the mean and the internal variability of globally-averaged
daily total precipitation between both periods (Figure 3.3a,b), in line with
Pendergrass et al. (2017) and Wentz et al. (2007). The three reanalysis products and the satellite and gauge measurements collected in the Global Precipitation Climatology Project (Huffman and Bolvin 2012) confirm the magnitude of the simulated estimates of total precipitation. The pattern of the
multi-model mean change discloses that the globally-averaged increase in
both the mean and the internal variability of total precipitation predominantly
originates from the tropics and partly from the mid latitudes. The increases
are opposed by decreases in particular in the dry eastern ocean basins that

... for total
precipitation
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Figure 3.3: Projected change in daily total precipitation across models. a The globallyaveraged mean state from 2034-2100 as a function of the globally-averaged mean
state from 1950-2016, and b the globally-averaged internal variability from 20342100 as a function of the globally-averaged internal variability from 1950-2016 for
nine CMIP5 models (filled dots). The estimates from three reanalysis products (vertical grey dotted lines and their mean in black) and observations from the Global
Precipitation Climatology Project (vertical blue dotted line) are compared to the
multi-model mean estimate (vertical red dotted line) for the observational period.
Multi-model mean change in c the mean state and d the internal variability between 1950-2016 and 2034-2100 at every grid cell. The absolute mean state and
internal variability for both periods is shown in Figure B.2. Crossed areas mark
insignificant changes at the 95% significance level.

are projected to become even drier (Allan and Soden 2008) and less variable
(Figure 3.3c,d).
The consistent findings of the projected decrease in internal variability of
daily SAT and the projected predominant increase in the mean amount and
internal variability of daily total precipitation under strong global warming
raise the question how the projected changes impact the future probability of
climate extremes. The projected changes suggest increases in hot extremes
and decreases in cold extremes caused by the warming, decreases in temperature extremes in high latitudes caused by the decreased internal variability
of SAT, and increases in precipitation extremes caused by both the increased
precipitation amount and the increased internal variability of total precipitation in most regions. However, this assessment of the projected changes in
temperature and precipitation does not account for changes in statistical moments higher than variance.
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In light of the projected changes in the mean and the internal variability of
SAT and total precipitation, I now quantify the future probability of temperature and precipitation extremes based on the empirical threshold approach
that considers changes in all statistical moments and retains regional differences in seasonal variability. I attribute the projected changes in the probability of hot, cold and heavy precipitation extremes to a shift in the mean
and to changes in higher-order moments. I do not examine the scarcity of
precipitation because droughts are primarily determined by the duration of
the lack of precipitation and related temperature and soil-moisture feedbacks
(e.g., Seneviratne et al. 2014).
3.4.1
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For a future forced with the RCP8.5 emission scenario, hot extremes are projected to become much more likely everywhere (Figure 3.4a). In some tropHot extremes
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Figure 3.4: Attribution of the future probability of hot extremes to the shift in the mean and to
changes in higher-order moments, averaged across models. a The future probability of hot extremes from the full change in the PDF of daily SAT between 1950-2016
and 2034-2100 is decomposed into the contribution from b the shift in the mean
and from c the change in higher-order moments of the distribution. Crosshatching
marks regions where the projected change is not robust across models.
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ical regions, all daily temperatures exceed in the future the temperature that
defined a hot extreme in the past, representing a 20-fold increase in probability. In mid and high latitudes, the future probability of hot extremes is
projected to increase substantially, but less compared to the tropics. Most of
the increased future probability of hot extremes can be attributed to the shift
to a warmer climate (Figure 3.4b). Despite the fact that global warming is
most pronounced in mid and high latitudes (Figure 3.2c), the occurrence of
local hot extremes increases less in mid and high latitudes than in the tropics.
This counter-intuitive finding is caused by the small signal-to-noise ratio of
SAT in mid and high latitudes compared to the tropics (e.g., King et al. 2015).
In the tropics, the seasonal variability of SAT is small and the change in the
mean shifts the full distribution to warmer temperatures partly without much
overlap to the observational-period distribution (compare Figure 3.5c for Singapore). In contrast, the seasonal variability of SAT in mid and high latitudes
is substantially larger than the change in the mean (compare Figure 3.5a-b,d).
The dominant role of changes in the mean state for tropical hot extremes
overprints the small changes induced by higher-order moments in the tropics (Figure 3.4c). However, although being still smaller than changes induced
by the warming shift, changes in higher-order moments modulate the future
probability of hot extremes in mid and high latitudes. In line with the projected decreased internal variability of SAT especially in high latitudes (Figure 3.2d), the projected changes in higher-order moments in high latitudes
counteract the increased future probability of hot extremes induced by the
warming shift. In contrast, the changes in higher-order moments in many midlatitude regions are projected to strengthen the increased probability induced
by the warming shift, in line with previous findings (e.g., Schär et al. 2004).
By using the alternative approach that quantifies the change from higher-order
moments without a warming shift (Figure B.3a), I qualitatively find the same
contribution from higher-order moments. However, the maximum possible
decrease in the probability of hot extremes is, by definition, 5% since this
indicates that temperatures representing past hot extremes no longer occur
in the future. The potentially larger contribution from the change in higherorder moments becomes only effective for a concurrent warming shift (Figure 3.4c).
To illustrate the projected changes in the future probability of hot extremes
and their attributable causes, I show the change in the PDFs for four individual cities around the globe (Figure 3.5, right tails). For Longyearbyen,
the increased future probability of hot extremes, i.e. days warmer than the
observational-period 95th percentile, is caused by the shift in the mean, but
partly compensated by the narrowing of the distribution. For Paris, the increased future probability of hot extremes is caused by both the shift in the
mean and the widening of the distribution. For Singapore, the increased future probability of hot extremes is almost entirely caused by the shift towards
warmer temperatures that overprints any changes in higher-order moments.
For Buenos Aires, the increased future probability of hot extremes is largely
caused by the shift in the mean and enhanced by a slight widening of the dis-
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Figure 3.5: Multi-model mean change in the PDF of SAT in a Longyearbyen, b Paris, c Singapore and d Buenos Aires. The observational-period PDF (black) is compared to the
future-period PDF (red) and the observational-period PDF shifted by the difference
in the mean of both periods (grey). The 5th and 95th percentiles are shown as
dashed lines.

tribution.
I further quantify the future probability of the 1% hottest extremes defined
as the number of days warmer than the observational-period 99th percentile
(Figure B.4). Compared to the 5% hottest extremes examined before, I find
that the pattern of the changed future probability of the 1% hottest extremes
is very similar, but its magnitude of change is much higher. While the 5%
hottest extremes show an up to 20-fold increase in frequency, the 1% hottest
extremes show an up to 100-fold increase in frequency in some tropical regions. The relative contributions to this difference attributable to the shift in
the mean and the change in higher-order moments are similar to the relative
contributions for the 5% hottest extremes.
Overall, the increased future probability of hot extremes is primarily determined by the shift towards warmer temperatures. Projected changes in higherorder moments can counteract their increased future probability especially in
high latitudes and strengthen their increased future probability in many mid
latitudes.

Very hot extremes
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3.4.2
Future probability of
cold extremes

... caused by the shift
in the mean

Cold extremes

For a future forced with the RCP8.5 emission scenario, cold extremes are projected to largely vanish in most regions (Figure 3.6a). However, in mid and
high latitudes that are characterised by a substantial seasonal variability of
SAT, cold extremes become less likely everywhere, but remain still possible. The projected decreased probability or vanishing of cold extremes can
be largely attributed to the shift towards warmer temperatures (Figure 3.6b).
Cold extremes remain similar likely as for the observational period where
no or only slight warming is projected such as for the North Atlantic warming hole (e.g., Drijfhout et al. 2012; Menary and Wood 2018; Rahmstorf et
al. 2015; Sgubin et al. 2017) and for parts of the Southern Ocean. However,
the remaining high probabilities of cold extremes in these regions are not robust across models, but largely caused by two models – CSIRO-Mk3-6-0 and
MIROC5 – that project an increased probability of cold extremes in these reCold extremes

Future probability
(2x past
frequency)

more likely
less likely

(no past
extremes)

Attribution

more likely
less likely

Figure 3.6: Attribution of the future probability of cold extremes to the shift in the mean and
to changes in higher-order moments, averaged across models. a The future probability of cold extremes from the full change in the PDF of daily SAT between
1950-2016 and 2034-2100 is decomposed into the contribution from b the shift
in the mean and from c the change in higher-order moments of the distribution.
Crosshatching marks regions where the projected change is not robust across models.
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gions that are projected to warm least.
The remaining future probability of cold extremes from the shift in the mean
in mid- to high latitudes becomes further reduced by a projected narrowing
of the SAT distributions (Figure 3.6c), in line with the projected decreased internal variability of SAT in mid- to high latitudes (Figure 3.2d). Changes in
higher-order moments are projected to counteract the decreased future probability caused by the shift in the mean in some Southern Hemisphere midlatitude land regions, and – non-robustly across models – in the North Atlantic warming hole. From the alternative approach that quantifies the change
from higher-order moments without a warming shift (Figure B.3b), I find that
changes in higher-order moments would have the potential to substantially
strengthen the decrease in the future probability of cold extremes in mid- to
high latitudes. In contrast, but mostly not robust across models, changes in
higher-order moments could partially compensate for the decreased future
probability of cold extremes in tropical and subtropical regions. These findings of the potential effects from higher-order moments on the future probability of cold extremes are suggested by the projected decreased internal
variability of SAT in mid- to high latitudes (Figure 3.2d)
The changes in the PDFs for the four cities illustrate the global patterns of the
changed future probability of cold extremes (Figure 3.5, left tails). While cold
extremes are projected to vanish in Longyearbyen and Singapore caused by
the shift towards warmer temperatures without a remaining impact by higherorder moments, cold extremes are still possible in Paris and Buenos Aires and
the probability for cold extremes in Buenos Aires is decreased less caused by
the widening of the distribution.
Compared to the 5% coldest extremes examined before, I find the future probability of the 1% coldest extremes to decrease more strongly (Figure B.5),
with similar relative contributions from the shift in the mean and the change
in higher-order moments as for the 5% coldest extremes. Although not robust
across models, the future probability of the 1% coldest extremes in the North
Atlantic warming hole is decreased less than for the 5% coldest extremes
because changes in the higher-order moments counteract the decreased probability caused by the warming shift and thereby retain a similar probability
for cold extremes as for the observational period.
Similar to hot extremes, the decreased future probability or vanishing of cold
extremes is primarily determined by the shift towards warmer temperatures.
Projected changes in higher-order moments mostly further decrease the remaining future probability of cold extremes in mid- to high latitudes.
3.4.3
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... caused by changes
in higher-order
moments

Very cold extremes

Heavy precipitation extremes

I now examine the future probability of heavy precipitation extremes. For
a future forced with the RCP8.5 emission scenario, heavy precipitation extremes become more and up to twice as likely in many tropical, mid- and
high-latitude regions, and less likely in many subtropical regions, particularly the eastern ocean basins (Figure 3.7a). This projected pattern of change

Future probability of
heavy precipitation
extremes
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agrees with previous studies (Allan and Soden 2008; Fischer and Knutti 2015;
Kharin et al. 2013; Pendergrass et al. 2017) and resembles both the projected
change in the mean and in the internal variability of total precipitation (Figure 3.3c,d).
In contrast to the future probability of temperature extremes, the future probability of heavy precipitation extremes can be primarily attributed to changes
in higher-order moments rather than to a shift in the mean precipitation. The
shift in the mean precipitation contributes only to a minor part to the changed
future probability of heavy precipitation extremes (Figure 3.7b). Whereas the
increased amount of total precipitation in the high latitudes and parts of the
tropics mainly along the Intertropical Convergence Zone slightly increases
the future probability of heavy precipitation extremes in these regions, the decreased amount of total precipitation in many mid latitudes and the subtropics
decreases the future probability of heavy precipitation extremes particularly
Heavy precipitation extremes

Future probability
(2x past
frequency)

(no past
extremes)

Attribution

Figure 3.7: Attribution of the future probability of heavy precipitation extremes to the shift
in the mean and to changes in higher-order moments, averaged across models. a
The future probability of heavy precipitation extremes from the full change in
the PDF of daily total precipitation between 1950-2016 and 2034-2100 is decomposed into the contribution from b the shift in the mean and from c the change in
higher-order moments of the distribution. Crosshatching marks regions where the
projected change is not robust across models.

3.5 C O N C L U S I O N S

in the even drier eastern ocean basins. The future probability of heavy precipitation extremes is instead primarily determined by the change in higher-order
moments in most regions (Figure 3.7c). The pattern of change caused by the
change in higher-order moments largely reinforces the changes caused by
the mean precipitation amount. Because of the generally small shift in the
mean precipitation amount, I find a very similar result when quantifying the
change from higher-order moments without a concurrent shift in the mean
(Figure B.3c).
I further find that the future probability of the 1% heaviest precipitation extremes is changed much more strongly than the future probability of the 5%
heaviest precipitation extremes, with more than a doubling of the past frequency in many tropical and high-latitude regions (Figure B.6). Compared
to the attribution of changes in the 5% heaviest precipitation extremes, more
of the strongly increased future probability of the 1% heaviest precipitation
extremes is caused by the change in higher-order moments, with a relatively
smaller contribution from the shift in the mean precipitation amount.
Overall, the changed future probability of heavy precipitation extremes is primarily determined by the projected change in higher-order moments. The
shift in the mean precipitation amount mainly reinforces the pattern of change
caused by the change in higher-order moments.
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... caused by changes
in higher-order
moments

Very heavy
precipitation
extremes

In summary, the quantification and attribution of the future probability of
climate extremes shows that future temperature extremes are dominated by
the shifted mean, whereas future heavy precipitation extremes are primarily
driven by changes in higher-order moments. This attribution of the projected
change in climate extremes calls for considering both changes in the mean
and changes in higher-order moments for a robust assessment of future climate extremes. However, the relative importance of the long-term shift in
the mean and the change in higher-order moments strongly depends on the
climate variable.
3.5

CONCLUSIONS

I quantify the future probabilities of climate extremes and attribute them to
changes caused by a shift in the mean and changes caused by a change in
higher-order moments. This attribution fosters our understanding of the relative role of climate change and climate variability for projected changes in
climate extremes. I first quantify the projected change for the RCP8.5 emission scenario in both the mean and the internal variability of daily SAT and
total precipitation as boundary conditions for the future probability of climate
extremes. Based on consistent multi-model estimates, I find that
1. the extremely likely future increase in the mean of daily globally-averaged SAT is accompanied by an extremely likely future decrease in its
internal variability. The globally-averaged signal of the inverse relationship between the mean and the internal variability originates primarily
from the northern mid and high latitudes,

Quantified changes
in mean and internal
variability of SAT
and total
precipitation
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2. the extremely likely future increase in the mean amount of daily globallyaveraged total precipitation is accompanied by an extremely likely future increase in its internal variability,
3. the observational-period range of simulated globally-averaged SAT and
total precipitation agrees with the range inferred from reanalysis products and observations.
Quantified future
probability of
climate extremes
attributed to its
causes

In light of the projected changes in the mean and the internal variability of
daily SAT and total precipitation, I examine the future probability of temperature and precipitation extremes. Based on an empirical threshold approach, I
quantify the respective contribution from a shift in the mean and a change in
higher-order moments. For future temperature extremes, I find that
1. hot extremes become much more likely everywhere, but particularly in
the tropics that show a high signal-to-noise ratio,
2. cold extremes are projected to vanish in most parts of the world, but
remain possible on mid- and high-latitude land and in the Southern
Ocean,
3. the future probability of hot and cold extremes can be primarily attributed to the shift in the mean towards warmer temperatures,
4. changes in higher-order moments are secondary, but can modulate the
future probability of hot and cold extremes especially in mid and high
latitudes.
For future precipitation extremes, I find that
1. heavy precipitation extremes become more likely in most tropical, midand high-latitude regions and less likely in the subtropics particularly
in the eastern ocean basins,
2. the future probability of heavy precipitation extremes can be primarily
attributed to changes in higher-order moments,
3. slight shifts in the mean towards higher precipitation amounts in the
tropics and high latitudes and lower precipitation amounts in most subtropical and mid-latitude regions and particularly in the eastern ocean
basins are secondary, but generally reinforce the changes caused by
higher-order moments.
The presented findings reveal that the relative role of the shift in the mean
and the change in higher-order moments for the future probability of climate
extremes strongly differs for temperature and precipitation extremes. For temperature extremes, the strong warming signal largely overprints changes in
higher-order moments especially where the seasonal temperature variability
is low. The dominance of the warming signal further explains the strongly increased future probability of hot extremes on a planet with a future decreased
temperature variability especially in high latitudes.

3.5 C O N C L U S I O N S

For heavy precipitation extremes, the warming-induced change in the mean
amount of total precipitation is low compared to the warming-induced change
in higher-order moments. Global warming causes the planet to become more
extreme with respect to total precipitation because the changes in the mean
and in higher-order moments cause wet regions to become even wetter and
more variable, and dry regions to become even drier and less variable.
From this chapter, we learned that the strongly increased future probability of
hot extremes and the strongly decreased future probability of cold extremes
is dominated by the shifted mean, whereas the future probability of heavy
precipitation extremes is primarily determined by changes in higher-order
moments. A robust quantification of changes in the future probability of climate extremes hence requires the consideration of all statistical moments of
the distributions of daily SAT and total precipitation from multiple models.
To improve our understanding of how ICV and its associated impacts arise,
I will now dive into the mechanisms that cause its emergence. I focus on a
variable that is both relevant to understand within the climate system and easy
to grasp: the internal variability of the Arctic sea-ice area. I disclose the main
cause why Arctic sea-ice area varies from one year to the next in the next
chapter.
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Unwanted Feedback
Sunbeams two-step over white blankets
Gliding painlessly between worlds,
Then stray too close to the edge
Where looming Arctic waves
Trap their latent heat;
Ending the dance,
And leaving
Only
Sea.
— Samuel Illingworth

4.1

S U M M A RY

The rapid decline of Arctic sea ice in the last decades is superimposed on
strong interannual variability. The mechanisms that cause this variability are,
however, still unclear (e.g., Årthun et al. 2012; Curry et al. 1995; Deser et al.
2000[b]; Ding et al. 2017; Fang and Wallace 1994; Hall 2004; Kapsch et al.
2013; Kashiwase et al. 2017; Letterly et al. 2016; Miles et al. 2014; Ogi et al.
2010; Park et al. 2015; Ukita et al. 2007; Woods and Caballero 2016; Zhang
2015) and their relative contributions are not quantified. Here I demonstrate
that internal variability of sea ice is primarily caused by atmospheric temperature fluctuations. Other suggested drivers such as radiative effects and feedbacks related to surface albedo, clouds and water vapour, surface winds, and
poleward oceanic heat transport together explain only 25% of the sea-ice variability. The dominating impact of atmospheric temperature fluctuations on
sea ice is consistent with simulations from global climate models, reanalyses
and observations. The direct response of sea ice to atmospheric temperature
fluctuations explains why a feedback-driven tipping point is unlikely to exist
in the sea-ice system (Bathiany et al. 2016; Tietsche et al. 2011) and limits
prospects of interannual predictions of sea ice (Serreze and Stroeve 2015).
4.2

I N T RO D U C T I O N

Arctic sea-ice area largely co-varies with Arctic mid-troposphere air temperature and Arctic sub-thermocline ocean temperature (Figure 4.1). However,
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Detrended correlations:
ATM.:
*
OCEAN:

Figure 4.1: Evolution of Arctic sea-ice area, 60-90◦ N mid-troposphere air temperature and
60-90◦ N sub-thermocline ocean temperature from 1979 to 2016. The NSIDC passive microwave sea-ice concentration, the ERA-Interim reanalysis and the ORAS4
reanalysis are detrended to derive the indicated regression coefficients (see Section 4.3). Significant correlations are marked with an asterisk. The temperature
axes are reversed and differently scaled for illustrative purposes.

...but the link is
modified by radiative
effects, feedbacks,
and forcings

Quantifying
suggested drivers

for the detrended timeseries a significant correlation only exists between Arctic sea-ice area and mid-troposphere air temperature (r = -0.50, α = 0.002,
see Section 4.3), suggesting that variability in sea-ice area is mainly linked to
fluctuations in atmospheric temperature (e.g., Deser et al. 2000[b]; Ding et al.
2017; Fang and Wallace 1994; Ukita et al. 2007). Understanding these links
between Arctic sea-ice area and atmospheric and oceanic temperatures is difficult because the contributions from other suggested drivers, such as radiative effects and feedbacks related to surface albedo (e.g., Deser et al. 2000[b];
Hall 2004; Kashiwase et al. 2017), clouds (e.g., Letterly et al. 2016) and water
vapour (e.g., Curry et al. 1995), and the forcings by surface wind (e.g., Ogi et
al. 2010) and poleward atmospheric (e.g., Kapsch et al. 2013; Park et al. 2015;
Woods and Caballero 2016) and oceanic energy transport (e.g., Årthun et al.
2012; Miles et al. 2014; Zhang 2015) are not well understood. Despite the extensive research fostered by scientific interest and societal needs, a complete
Arctic-wide quantification of the drivers of sea-ice variability throughout a
year is lacking. In this chapter, I quantify how much the suggested drivers
contribute to sea-ice variability on annual to decadal timescales by systematically decoupling the relevant radiative effects, feedbacks and forcings in a
state-of-the-art Earth system model.
4.3

Decoupling
radiative effects,
feedbacks, and
forcings

METHODS

The method of decoupling radiative effects and feedbacks has been initially
developed for ECHAM6 (Mauritsen et al. 2013) and elaborated to study the
role of clouds for El Niño (Rädel et al. 2016). Here, I implement the method
into the fully coupled Max Planck Institute Earth System Model (MPI-ESM1.2-
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Table 4.1: List of experiments with their atmospheric CO2 concentration, change in globalmean surface temperature (∆ GMST) and change in Arctic sea-ice area (∆ SIA)
compared to the control experiment.
Experiment
Control (fully interactive)
Surface albedo non-interactive
Clouds non-interactive
Water vapour non-interactive
Surface wind non-interactive
Ocean heat transport non-interactive
All mechanisms non-interactive

atm. CO2 conc.
[ppm]

∆ GMST
[K]

∆ SIA
[106 km2 ]

285
285
205
165
285
285
165

0
-0.04
0
0.04
-0.02
-0.02
0.06

0
0.02
-0.01
0
0.02
0.01
-0.01

LR) to decouple the radiative effects and feedbacks within the atmosphere
component ECHAM6.3 and the forcing by surface wind and poleward oceanic
heat transport within the ocean component MPIOM1.6.
The method consists of three steps: First, I perform a standard preindustrial
control simulation run for 250 years with fully interactive feedbacks and forcings where I write out all relevant instantaneous fields at every 2-hourly radiation call. Second, I randomly shuffle the 2-hourly fields among the 250 years
to eliminate auto-correlation but sustain the time of day and year. Third, the
relevant time-shuffled fields are read into the models radiation calculations at
every radiation call at the same time of day and year in 250-year long simulations with an otherwise identical setup. In the experiment with non-interactive
surface albedo feedback, I prescribe the ice and land surface albedo in the
visible and near infrared range. In the experiment with non-interactive cloud
feedback, I prescribe the cloud liquid, ice, and cover fraction used in the atmospheric radiation calculations. In the experiment with non-interactive water vapour feedback, I prescribe the three-dimensional specific humidity field
used in the atmospheric radiation calculations. In all three experiments, the
respective fields are prescribed from the time-shuffled preindustrial control
simulation globally.
I adapted the method to prescribe also the forcings by surface wind and poleward oceanic heat transport. There are two differences: First, I output, timeshuffle and input the relevant fields daily instead of 2-hourly. Second, I do
not directly input the time-shuffled fields into the model calculations. To prescribe the surface wind field globally, I use flux adjustment to input the timeshuffled fields of 10 m wind velocity, and zonal and meridional wind stress
on water and ice. To prescribe the poleward oceanic heat transport, I nudge
3d ocean temperature and salinity fields in a 5◦ latitude band south of the winter sea-ice edge at 50-55◦ N in the Atlantic and 40-45◦ N in the Pacific at a
relaxation time of 1e−5 s−1 such that the temperature and salinity fields are
replaced within one day.
The experiments in which I decouple the radiative effects and feedbacks of
clouds and water vapour show a warming drift in GMST. To compensate for

... in the atmosphere

... in the ocean

Compensation for
warming drift
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Table 4.2: Contribution of radiative effects, feedbacks and forcings to the variability of the
Arctic sea-ice area annually and seasonally relative to the control experiment (%).
Winter (JFM), spring (AMJ), summer (JAS) and fall (OND) are defined according
to the seasonal cycle of sea ice, with its annual maximum in March and annual
minimum in September.

Observations and
reanalyses

Testing for
significance

Season

Surface
albedo

Clouds

Water
vapour

Surface
wind

Ocean heat
transport

All
mechanisms

annual
JFM
AMJ
JAS
OND

12.1
6.1
13.7
20.5
9.4

3.2
8.1
5.6
0.1
-2.3

8.7
2.3
5.2
19.7
9.2

-4.3
-4.7
-10.2
2.0
-4.1

1.1
1.1
-2.8
4.2
2.0

24.6
29.1
27.0
23.1
17.7

this warming, which reduces the mean state of Arctic sea-ice area, I reduce
the atmospheric CO2 concentration to 205 ppm and 165 ppm, respectively
(see Table 4.1). I compensate the warming drift in the experiment in which
all mechanisms are non-interactive by reducing the atmospheric CO2 concentration to 165 ppm. By doing so, the GMST in all experiments deviates by less
than 0.06◦ C from the one in the control experiment, and the mean state and
seasonal cycle of Arctic sea-ice area are nearly identical in all experiments
(Table 4.1). The nearly identical mean state of Arctic sea-ice area is crucial
for this study because the sea-ice variability is highly sensitive to the mean
sea-ice state. I use the last 200 years of each experiment for all analyses, regarding this first 50 years as spin up.
I use the NSIDC passive microwave sea-ice concentration data set (Fetterer
et al. 2017) for sea-ice area, the ERA-Interim reanalysis (Dee et al. 2011) for
atmospheric temperature and the ORAS4 reanalysis (Balmaseda et al. 2013)
for oceanic temperature. The quadratic trend is removed from all timeseries
to account for the exponential evolution of both sea-ice area and atmospheric
and oceanic temperatures. Similar correlations between sea-ice area and atmospheric and oceanic temperatures exist when detrending the temperature
timeseries linearly (ATM.: r = -0.52, OCEAN: r = -0.21, compare Figure 4.1).
Significance is tested by applying a two-sided Student’s t-test at the significance level α = 0.001. Usage of different significant levels (α = 0.01 or 0.1)
leads to qualitatively similar results. The correlation of NSIDC sea-ice concentration with ORAS4 oceanic temperature becomes significant at α = 0.2,
i.e. a confidence level of 80% (see Figure 4.1).
4.4

R A D I AT I V E E F F E C T S , F E E D B A C K S A N D F O R C I N G S

To quantify how much the radiative effects and feedbacks related to surface albedo, clouds and water vapour, and the forcings by surface winds and
poleward oceanic heat transport contribute to sea-ice variability, I perform
and analyse experiments with the global climate model MPI-ESM1.2-LR in
which I decouple the aforementioned mechanisms collectively and individu-
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Figure 4.2: Impact of radiative effects, feedbacks and forcings on the variability of the Arctic
sea-ice area. a Change in multi-year daily standard deviation of Arctic sea-ice area
with interactive radiative effects, feedbacks and forcings (Control) and without
these mechanisms being interactive throughout the year. b Yearly averaged change
in multi-year daily standard deviation of the Arctic sea-ice area in percent from
the six experiments relative to the control experiment. The joint impact of the
radiative effects and feedbacks from surface albedo, clouds and water vapour, and
the forcings from surface wind and poleward oceanic heat transport is shown on
top.

ally (see Section 4.3). I compare the experiments in which one or all mechanisms are decoupled, hence non-interactive, to a fully interactive control experiment (Figure 4.2 and Figure C.1), which allows me to separate how much
of Arctic sea-ice variability is driven by atmospheric temperature fluctuations
and how much by the other suggested mechanisms. The sum of the annually averaged contributions from the individual mechanisms is similar to their
joint impact, but synergies and interactions among the assessed mechanisms
exist (Figure 4.2b and Figure C.1). In total, I find that the radiative effects,
feedbacks, and forcings explain only 25% of the Arctic sea-ice variability,
with the seasonally averaged contributions being larger in winter and spring
than in summer and autumn (Table 4.2). Regionally, the assessed mechanisms
impact sea-ice variability primarily in regions of the sea-ice edge where the
sea-ice concentration varies most in the control experiment (Figure 4.3 and

Contribution of
radiative effects,
feedbacks, and
forcings to sea-ice
variability
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Regional impact of all mechanisms
a in March

b in September

Figure 4.3: Regional impact of radiative effects, feedbacks and forcings on Arctic sea-ice variability. a March and, b September difference in variability of sea-ice concentration
(Control - all mechanisms non-interactive, 99.9% significance where stippled). An
increased variability of sea-ice concentration caused by the assessed mechanisms
is marked in red, while a decreased variability is shown in blue. Changes in variability smaller than 1% are not shown. The sea-ice edge at 15% concentration
displayed as black and grey lines is similar for both experiments.

Figure C.2). In March, the mechanisms lead to an increase of the sea-ice
variability mainly in the marginal ice zone south of the sea-ice edge at 15%
sea-ice concentration and a decrease further north in the Bering Sea, while
the Barents Sea shows the opposite pattern (Figure 4.3a). These changes are
mainly caused by the radiative effects of clouds and water vapour, with similar contributions from surface albedo, surface wind, and ocean heat transport
in the Barents Sea (Figure C.3). In September, the mechanisms overall increase the sea-ice variability (Figure 4.3b), primarily caused by the surface
albedo feedback with the radiative effects from clouds partly opposing (Figure C.3). The overall minor role of radiative effects, feedbacks and forcings
suggests that three quarters of Arctic sea-ice variability are directly caused by
fluctuations in atmospheric or oceanic temperature.
4.5
Correlation to
atmospheric and
oceanic temperature
fluctuations

AT M O S P H E R I C A N D O C E A N I C T E M P E R AT U R E F L U C T U AT I O N S

To quantify the individual contributions from atmospheric and oceanic temperature fluctuations, I investigate their correlations with Arctic sea-ice variability (Figure 4.4). At the surface, the annual mean atmospheric temperature
shows a negative correlation with annual mean sea-ice area, because sea ice
and atmospheric temperature are tightly coupled within the Arctic boundary
layer. The correlation weakens with height in all experiments (Figure 4.4a,
black and colored solid lines). Here I only analyse the tropospheric temperature variability above the Arctic boundary layer height (Pavelsky et al. 2011)
to avoid a direct influence of sea ice on atmospheric temperature. The tropos-
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pheric mean temperature between 850 and 400hPa significantly correlates to
sea-ice area at r = -0.49 in the interactive control experiment. By examining the spatial distribution of the correlation, I find that the negative correlation is largest at the sea-ice edge and weakened by positive correlations in
the Central Arctic (Figure 4.4b). The presence of radiative effects, feedbacks,
and forcings acting collectively strengthens the dominant direct link between
mid-tropospheric temperature fluctuations and sea-ice variability (r = -0.49)
by about one third compared to the experiment without interactive mechanisms (r = -0.34). The poleward oceanic heat transport strongly contributes
to this strengthening, suggesting that oceanic heat released to the atmosphere
sustains the strong link between sea-ice variability and atmospheric temperCoupling of sea ice to atmosphere and ocean temperatures
a Correlation of SIA to Arctic temperature
b Correlation of SIC to mid-troposphere temperature
Control
All mechanisms
Surface albedo
Clouds
Water vapour
Surface wind
Ocean heat trans.
CMIP5
Reanalyses

c Correlation of SIC to sub-thermocline temperature

r

Figure 4.4: Connecting sea-ice variability to atmospheric and oceanic temperature fluctuations. a Correlation between annual Arctic sea-ice area (SIA) and annual Arctic
atmospheric and oceanic temperature in MPI-ESM1.2-LR with (thick black line)
and without (thin lines) interactive radiative effects, feedbacks, and forcings, in
41 CMIP5 models (grey lines, see Table C.1) and reanalyses (dashed line, see Section 4.3). Correlations are significant at 99.9% where marked with the beige bar
for all experiments and CMIP5 simulations, and to the left of the beige dotted line
for the 38-year long reanalyses. Note that the experiments are named after the individual non-interactive mechanism. Control-experiment correlation of interannual
variability of sea-ice concentration (SIC) to b atmospheric and c oceanic temperature averaged across the mid-troposphere and the sub-thermocline ocean depth as
indicated by the yellow boxes in a. Correlations significant at 99.9% are stippled.
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Observed correlation to Arctic sea-ice concentration
b Oceanic temperature

a Atmospheric temperature

r
Figure 4.5: Observed correlation of sea-ice concentration to a mid-tropospheric temperature
and b 100-500m depth ocean temperature. The NSIDC passive microwave seaice concentration (Fetterer et al. 2017), ERA-Interim reanalysis (Dee et al. 2011)
and ORAS4 reanalysis (Balmaseda et al. 2013), which are used here, have been
detrended by removing the least squares quadratic trend. Correlations significant
at 99.9% are stippled.

Correlation in
MPI-ESM1.2-LR
versus in CMIP5

Comparison to the
observed correlation
pattern

ature fluctuations especially in the lower troposphere.
The oceanic temperature near the surface shows a significant negative correlation with annual mean sea-ice area. This significant correlation is unsurprising because sea ice and ocean temperature are tightly coupled above the
thermocline. Below the thermocline, however, the oceanic temperature insignificantly correlates to sea-ice area in the control experiment. Regionally,
significant negative correlations only occur near the winter sea-ice edge in
the Atlantic sector (Figure 4.4c). Whereas an individual non-interactive radiative effect, feedback, or forcing strengthens the negative correlation below the
thermocline, the joint impact of all mechanisms on the correlation between
sub-thermocline ocean temperature and sea-ice area is small (Figure 4.4a).
To test how representative the strength of the correlations is in MPI-ESM1.2LR, I correlate the Arctic atmospheric and oceanic temperature with Arctic
sea-ice area from the preindustrial control simulations for 41 CMIP5 models
(Figure 4.4a, grey lines; Table C.1). I find that the CMIP5 models consistently
show negative correlations between mid-tropospheric temperature and seaice area ranging from r = -0.67 to r = -0.29, and MPI-ESM1.2-LR represents
the mean CMIP5 correlation strength (r = -0.48). I further find that the correlation between sub-thermocline ocean temperature and sea-ice area differs
between the CMIP5 models (r = -0.75 to r = 0.09). While a few models show
a strong negative correlation nearly independent of depth, most models agree
with the expected weakening of the correlation strength with depth similar to
the behaviour of MPI-ESM1.2-LR. I also find that MPI-ESM1.2-LR matches
well the correlations between observations of sea-ice area and reanalyses of
temperature especially in the lower and mid troposphere and the upper 400 m
of ocean depth (Figure 4.4a, dotted line). Regionally, the correlation pattern
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of sea-ice concentration to mid-tropospheric temperature resembles the simulated pattern with negative correlations in regions of the sea-ice edge and
positive correlations in the Central Arctic (Figure 4.5a and Figure 4.4b). The
correlation pattern to sub-thermocline ocean temperature shows stronger negative correlations especially along the sea-ice edge compared to the simulated
correlation strength (Figure 4.5b and Figure 4.4c). However, the timeseries
for observed sea-ice area and temperature reanalyses are short and rarely
show significant correlations. The representativity of both the mean Arctic
correlation strengths and the correlation patterns modelled by MPI-ESM1.2LR to the ones from reanalyses give me confidence that also the radiative
effects, feedbacks, and forcings acting collectively in the real world might
strengthen and weaken the negative correlations to atmospheric and oceanic
temperatures as in MPI-ESM1.2-LR.

4.6

O R I G I N O F T R O P O S P H E R I C T E M P E R AT U R E F L U C T U AT I O N S

The dominant role of tropospheric temperature fluctuations in driving seaice variability does not reveal the origin of these temperature fluctuations.
However, the correlation field between surface pressure and mid-tropospheric
temperature in the control experiment is similar to the pattern of the positive phase of the North Atlantic Oscillation, but shifted to the northeast (Figure 4.6). In the Norwegian-Greenland Sea a warm mid-troposphere is associated with a low surface pressure. The anticorrelation indicates baroclinic instability, which suggests that Arctic mid-tropospheric temperature is strongly
influenced by poleward atmospheric energy transport in the Atlantic sector
(Yang et al. 2010; Zhang 2015). This poleward transport of extratropical air
Correlation between surface pressure and mid-troposphere temperature
b Reanalysis
a Control

r
Figure 4.6: Correlation between interannual variability of surface pressure and midtroposphere temperature. a 200-year control experiment. b 1979-2016 ERA-Interim reanalysis (Dee et al. 2011) with both surface pressure and mid-troposphere
temperature detrended linearly. Correlations significant at 99.9% are stippled.

The poleward
atmospheric energy
transport
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Atmospheric energy transport at 60°N
a Mean state

b Variability
Surface albedo
Control
All mechanisms Clouds
Water vapour
Surface wind
Ocean heat transport

Figure 4.7: Atmospheric energy transport to the Arctic. a Mean state and, b variability of
latent and dry-static atmospheric energy transport at 60◦ N with (thick black line)
and without (thin lines) interactive radiative effects, feedbacks and forcings over
the evolution of a year.

... is insensitive to
radiative effects,
feedbacks and
forcings

masses is mainly accomplished by extratropical cyclones (Messori et al. 2017;
Wernli and Papritz 2018). To examine whether the poleward atmospheric energy transport is affected by the decoupling of individual radiative effects,
feedbacks and forcings, I calculate the atmospheric energy transport across
60◦ N for all experiments. To do so, I calculate the vertically integrated advection of dry-static and latent energy across 60◦ N as the sum of the contributions from transient eddies, the mean meridional circulation, and stationary
eddies (Keith 1995). Surprisingly, I find no considerable difference in neither
the mean state nor the variability of dry-static and latent atmospheric energy
transport between the experiments (Figure 4.7a,b). I conclude that the preindustrial monthly mean poleward atmospheric energy transport is largely insensitive to the assessed mechanisms, in contrast to the impact of climate feedbacks on poleward atmospheric energy transport in a warming world (Zelinka
and Hartmann 2011).
4.7

... for possible
tippings points

I M P L I C AT I O N S

The dominating impact of atmospheric temperature fluctuations on sea ice
has fundamental implications for the ongoing scientific debates on possible
tipping points in the sea-ice system and on the predictability of interannual
sea-ice variability. Previous studies discussed whether radiative effects and
feedbacks are responsible for possible tipping points of the Arctic sea-ice
cover (e.g., Abbot et al. 2011; Bathiany et al. 2016; Notz 2009; Winton 2006).
A tipping point might occur when a small change in forcing triggers a strongly
nonlinear response in the internal dynamics of the sea-ice system, which requires processes and feedbacks that could generate such nonlinear dynamics
(Lenton 2011). The minor quantitative relevance of the radiative effects and
feedbacks in driving Arctic sea-ice variability described here thus counters
the physical reasoning for possible feedback-driven tipping points in the seaice system and also explains why these mechanisms do not cause the abrupt
Arctic sea-ice loss in winter (Bathiany et al. 2016). The strong direct thermal
link to the atmosphere thus provides the mechanism for a reversible Arctic
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sea-ice cover (e.g., Tietsche et al. 2011; Wagner and Eisenman 2015).
The tight link between tropospheric temperature variability and sea-ice variability reasons the lack of predictive skill of Arctic sea-ice area on yearly
or longer timescales (e.g., Guemas et al. 2016). On these timescales, atmospheric temperature fluctuations are not predictable due to the nonlinear and
chaotic nature of the climate system (Kirtman et al. 2013). The control of seaice variability by atmospheric temperature might represent a predictability
limit on Arctic sea-ice area (Serreze and Stroeve 2015) that should be further
investigated.
The holistic quantifications of the dominant atmospheric temperature fluctuations and the minor radiative effects, feedbacks and forcings provide fundamental understanding of the origin of Arctic sea-ice variability. This understanding allows us to contextualise sea-ice fluctuations in the observed record
and to interpret observed record-lows of Arctic sea-ice area as a response to
an unusually warm atmosphere.
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... for interannual
predictability
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CONCLUSIONS

Internal climate variability (ICV) has long been seen as a troubling but unavoidable uncertainty for climate science. Inspired by the increased awareness of the importance of ICV in the climate system, I struck off to quantify
and understand the chaotic nature of the Earth’s climate. I limited my studies
to a few characteristic variables, primarily sea-ice area and near-surface air
temperature (SAT), but ensured a broad applicability of my methods. Faced
with chaos to understand, I put emphasis on the robustness of my results
and the road to get there. I structure my findings according to the eight guiding research questions of this dissertation. I consider these findings as first
milestones on a long way we still have to go to understand the ICV on our
changing planet. In the final section, I suggest pathways to further unravel
processes and to reduce uncertainties in past, present and future estimates of
ICV with the tools we now have at hand.
5.1

E S T I M AT I N G I N T E R N A L C L I M AT E VA R I A B I L I T Y

In Chapter 2, I introduced a method that fills the gap to consistently estimate
ICV for different forcing periods. Applying this method enables me to answer
the following three questions:
a. How can ICV be consistently estimated for a changing forcing?
• To infer consistent estimates of ICV that are variable across different forcing periods, I developed a method that relates and thereby
complements the existing two approaches based on preindustrial
control simulations and single-model ensembles in a multi-model
ensemble. The method exploits the quasi-ergodic assumption and
hence can deal with a small number of ensemble simulations as
provided for most CMIP5 models.
• Applying the method to a wide range of variables allows for valuable insights into how the ICV of the Earth is projected to change
under climate change.
b. How does internal variability of SAT, sea-ice area and sea-ice volume change under climate change?
• The internal variability of annual globally-averaged SAT remains
largely unchanged for historical simulations and might decrease
for future simulations with large CO2 forcing. Regionally, the projected changes reveal likely increases in temperature variability
in the tropics, subtropics, and polar regions, and extremely likely
decreases in mid latitudes.
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• The internal variability of sea-ice volume and area remains largely
unchanged for historical simulations and decreases likely or extremely likely and proportionally to their mean state under large
CO2 forcing. The relationship does not hold for future Arctic seaice area, which shows no consistent change across models.
c. How can climate-model simulations be robustly evaluated?
• A robust evaluation of climate-model simulations requires to account for at least two uncertainties, namely the simulated ICV of
a model and the observational uncertainty. Model-specific estimates of ICV are crucial to consistently evaluate the plausibility
of climate-model simulations.
• For sea-ice simulations, the robust evaluation confirms that internal variability can explain most of the models’ deviation from
observed trends but often not the models’ deviation from the observed mean states.
5.2

C O P I N G W I T H I N T E R N A L C L I M AT E VA R I A B I L I T Y

In Chapter 3, I quantified the contributions to the future probability of climate extremes from changes in the mean and from changes in higher-order
moments. Applying my method from Chapter 2 and an empirical threshold
approach to CMIP5 simulations of daily SAT and daily total precipitation allows me to answer the following questions:

a. How are the background conditions for climate extremes, i.e. the
mean and the internal variability of daily SAT and daily total precipitation projected to change?
• For large CO2 forcing, the future mean state of daily globallyaveraged SAT increases extremely likely. This increase is accompanied by an extremely likely decrease in its future internal variability. The decrease primarily originates from the high latitudes
that are projected to warm strongest.
• The future mean amount of daily globally-averaged total precipitation increases extremely likely. This increase is accompanied by
an extremely likely increase in its future internal variability. The
projected increases primarily originate from the tropics and mid
latitudes that have large and highly variable precipitation rates,
and are opposed by decreases in many subtropical regions, primarily the eastern ocean basins, that have low and little variable
precipitation rates.

5.3 C A U S E S O F I N T E R N A L C L I M AT E VA R I A B I L I T Y

b. What is the future probability of climate extremes under strong
global warming?
• Hot extremes will become much more likely everywhere, but particularly in the tropics that have a large signal-to-noise ratio. In
some tropical regions, all daily temperatures exceed in the future
the temperature that defined a hot extreme in the past, representing a 20-fold increase in probability. The increased probability in
mid and high latitudes is substantial, but less strong than in the
tropics.
• Cold extremes are projected to vanish in most parts of the world,
but remain possible in some mid- and high-latitude regions.
• Heavy precipitation extremes are projected to become up to twice
as likely primarily in some tropical and high-latitude regions and
much less likely in the subtropics, in particular in the eastern
ocean basins, Central America and the Mediterranean region.
• Changes in the future probability of the 1% most extreme temperature and precipitation events are even stronger than for the 5%
most extreme events.
c. How much of the future probability of climate extremes can be attributed to a shift in the mean, and how much to changes in higherorder moments?
• The future increased probability of hot extremes and the future
decreased probability of cold extremes is primarily driven by the
strong shift towards higher temperatures. The projected changes
in higher-order moments are secondary, but counteract the increased future probability of hot extremes in high latitudes, strengthen
the increased future probability of hot extremes in many mid latitudes, and reinforce the decreased future probability of cold extremes in mid- to high latitudes.
• In contrast to temperature extremes, the projected changed probability of heavy precipitation extremes can be primarily attributed
to changes in higher-order moments. Slight shifts in the mean
towards higher precipitation amounts in some tropical and highlatitude regions and lower precipitation amounts in most subtropical and mid-latitude regions are secondary, but mostly reinforce
the changes caused by higher-order moments.
5.3

C A U S E S O F I N T E R N A L C L I M AT E VA R I A B I L I T Y

In Chapter 4, I examined possible drivers of Arctic sea-ice variability. Enabled by substantial computational power, a sophisticated approach, and an
Arctic-wide perspective, I challenged previous findings and filled the following knowledge gaps:
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a. Which mechanisms primarily drive the variability in Arctic sea-ice
area?
• Most of the substantial year-to-year variability of Arctic sea-ice
area is directly driven by atmospheric temperature fluctuations.
This finding opposes the wide-spread belief that intricate atmospheric or oceanic effects and feedbacks are important drivers of
variability. I find that they explain only 25% of the Arctic sea-ice
variability.
• Atmospheric temperature fluctuations drive sea-ice variability across
the whole Arctic Ocean but especially at the sea-ice edge, whereas
the impact of oceanic temperature fluctuations on sea ice is mainly
limited to the Atlantic sea-ice edge. The CMIP5 models and reanalyses agree on the correlation of sea-ice variability to tropospheric
temperature fluctuations, while they disagree on the correlation to
fluctuations of sub-termocline ocean temperature.
b. What does the relative role of driving mechanisms imply for the
functioning of the Arctic climate system?
• The major impact of atmospheric temperature fluctuations and
the minor role of radiative effects and feedbacks in driving Arctic sea-ice variability counters the physical reasoning for possible
feedback-driven tipping points in the sea-ice system. The tight
link of sea ice to atmospheric temperatures thus provides the mechanism for a reversible Arctic sea-ice cover.
• The tight link between tropospheric temperature variability and
sea-ice variability reasons the lack of predictive skill of Arctic
sea-ice area on yearly and longer timescales. On these timescales,
atmospheric temperature fluctuations are not predictable and thus
set a natural limit to seasonal sea-ice predictability.
Overall, I showed in this dissertation that ensemble simulations within CMIP5
are a powerful tool to study changes and impacts of ICV over time. I hence
conclude that for applications like the ones presented here, a few ensemble
simulations from multiple models in higher temporal and/or spatial resolution
can be more valuable than many ensemble simulations from a single model
in lower resolution, because the results are less affected by model biases and
therefore more robust.
I further conclude that obtaining a mechanistic understanding of the chaotic
nature of the climate system is largely facilitated, and is in fact made possible
by the growing resources provided by high-performance computing. Climate
modelling is hence an indispensable prerequisite for a proper quantification
and understanding of ICV.
Finally, I conclude that the quantification of ICV as a major component of
climate variability is key for understanding the relative role and the respective
interactions between climate variability and anthropogenic climate change. I

5.4 T H E T H R E E G O A L S O F T H I S D I S S E R TAT I O N

consider further basic research on these complex interactions fundamental for
understanding the profound changes that we impose on the Earth’s climate
system.
5.4

T H E T H R E E G O A L S O F T H I S D I S S E R TAT I O N

I would have loved to study many more facets of ICV within the Earth system
because plenty of questions remain. But science would not be science if we
could answer all questions at once. Instead, science is like doing a jigsaw: the
full picture grows by adding puzzle pieces.
For me, this dissertation has three goals: The first goal is to add one puzzle piece to our understanding of ICV mainly for the polar regions, but also
worldwide, and to thereby become a scientist who scrutinizes findings, develops ideas and who is guided by questions and curiosity.
The second goal is to provide others with new approaches, new knowledge
and new ideas that enable them to add further pieces to our picture of the
Earth’s climate system. Puzzle pieces that I have in mind for which my applied methodologies might be fruitful are the ICV of the Southern Ocean, a
region of substantial uncertainty within the climate system, and paleoclimate
applications that might open pathways to find robust numbers on the Earth
system’s variability. Other pieces might add to our understanding of the ICV
of the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation or of major variability
modes like the El Niño Southern Oscillation and the North Atlantic Oscillation. Complementary to applying the methods used here to other climate
variables and phenomena, I expect the joint exploitation of the existing singlemodel large ensembles to provide further new insights on the changing ICV
of our changing planet. There are still plenty of mysteries to disclose.
The third goal is to raise our awareness of the profound changes we impose on
the Earth system already now but especially in future if we continue to emit as
many greenhouse gases as we do today. Although not all questions in climate
science are answered, we have enough knowledge about the far-reaching consequences of this large-scale real-world experiment to act. Beyond the target
in global climate policy to limit global warming to below 2◦ C, the findings
of this dissertation caution not to underestimate the future consequences induced by changes in extreme events and climate variability.
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A .1

T R A D E - O F F B E T W E E N E N S E M B L E S I Z E A N D T I M E - AV E R A G I N G
LENGTH

Figure A.1: Ensemble standard deviation of SAT for the grid cell Hamburg calculated for varying ensemble size and time-averaging length from all possible consecutive combinations of the 100 historical simulations from MPI-ESM1.1-LE. The horizontal
line marks the best estimate of simulated variability inferred from all 100 ensemble simulations and the full time-averaging length. The spread of estimates on
the right tail is conservative because the larger the ensemble sizes, the more the
combinations suffer from resampling of ensemble members.

A .2
A .2.1

R E F E R E N C E D ATA A N D U N C E R TA I N T I E S

Sea-ice volume

As reference data for the evaluation of Northern Hemisphere sea-ice volume,
I use reanalysis data from the Pan-Arctic Ice-Ocean Modelling and Assimilation System (PIOMAS) (Zhang and Rothrock 2003) that cover the period
from 1979 to today. PIOMAS is considered as useful for climate-model evaluation (Laxon et al. 2013) as the sea-ice – ocean model a) assimilates sea-ice
concentrations from satellite retrievals and is forced by NCEP atmospheric
reanalysis data and b) simulates a sea-ice thickness estimate that agrees with
past and recent airborne and in-situ point measurements as well as with recent satellite measurements of ICESat (Kwok and Rothrock 2009; Schweiger
et al. 2011) and complemented data of CryoSat (Laxon et al. 2013). In a detailed assessment of PIOMAS March sea-ice thickness including additional
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satellite, submarine and mooring data, Stroeve et al. (2014) confirmed that
PIOMAS is suitable for model evaluation of long-term trends.
Schweiger et al. (2011) discussed the uncertainties in PIOMAS sea-ice volume and provided conservative uncertainty estimates for March and October
sea-ice volume and sea-ice volume trends. Based on model sensitivity studies, they stated an uncertainty of the 32-year trend in sea-ice volume of 1.0
· 103 km3 decade−1 and a conservative uncertainty range of 2.25 · 103 km3
for the mean state of sea-ice volume in March and 1.35 · 103 km3 in October.
I interpolate the uncertainty ranges for the other months by weighting them
with the monthly mean sea-ice volume averaged over the period 1979-2010.
To reach a smooth curve of monthly uncertainty estimates that is fixed at the
March value of 2.25 · 103 km3 and inspired by the mean seasonal cycle of
Arctic sea-ice volume, the July - December values are increased by a factor
of 1.12 to 1.25. Adapting the uncertainty estimate in summer rather than in
winter is justified by the uncertainty related to melt ponds in the sea-ice concentration products from satellite retrievals that are assimilated to PIOMAS.
These monthly uncertainty estimates define the uncertainty (δref ) used when
evaluating Northern Hemisphere sea-ice volume.
A .2.2

Sea-ice area

As reference data for the evaluation of modeled sea-ice area, I use satellite retrievals of sea-ice concentration. The sea-ice concentration data product used
here is the “Climate Data Record of Passive Microwave Sea Ice Concentration” (CDR, Meier 2013). The CDR combines different satellite algorithms
that, when applied individually, result in different estimates of sea-ice concentration dependent on the applied transfer function that translates the passivemicrowave signature into sea-ice concentration. The reliability of satellite retrievals based on a single algorithm is questioned mainly because of the different treatment of the impact of surface properties (e.g., Lindsay et al. 2014;
Titchner and Rayner 2014). The CDR aims to reduce the uncertainty originating from the use of specific algorithms. Therefore, I consider the CDR time
series as a best estimate of the ’true’ evolution of sea-ice concentration.
To account for the area around the North Pole that is not covered by satellite
data, I fill this data hole following the procedure by Olason and Notz (2014).
The first satellite observations from 1979 to August 1987 only reached 84.5°N.
However for this period, filling the data hole with a sea-ice concentration of
1 is reasonable because the latitudes to the south show a constantly dense seaice concentration as well. This assumption does not hold for the period from
August 1987 onwards although the observations now reach 87.2°N. The seaice concentration starts to become too variable in the central Arctic. I therefore use the mean concentration of the outer rim of the large pre-1987 data
hole (i.e., between 84.5°N and 87.2°N) to fill the remaining post-1987 data
hole of sea-ice concentration.
As uncertainty estimates (δref ) for sea-ice area, I use the standard deviation

A.3 A B S O L U T E C H A N G E I N VA R I A B I L I T Y O F N E A R - S U R F A C E A I R T E M P E R AT U R E

estimate provided by the CDR. Note that this standard deviation estimate is
only available since August 1987.
A .3

A B S O L U T E C H A N G E I N VA R I A B I L I T Y O F N E A R - S U R F A C E A I R
T E M P E R AT U R E

a Absolute historical change (

b Absolute future change (
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Figure A.2: Regional changes in variability of SAT. a The absolute change between the preindustrial SAT variability and the historical SAT variability, and b the absolute change
between the preindustrial SAT variability and the SAT variability of a future climate forced by the RCP8.5 emission scenario. A possible increase (red shades)
and a possible decrease (blue shades) in SAT variability, and likely changes (light
stippling) and extremely likely changes (strong stippling) are shown.
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B .1

M E A N S TAT E A N D I N T E R N A L C L I M AT E VA R I A B I L I T Y I N

1950-

2016 AND 2034-2100

Figure B.1: Multi-model mean of the mean state and the internal variability, as measured by
the ensemble standard deviation, of daily SAT for a and b 1950-2016 and c and d
2034-2100.

Figure B.2: Multi-model mean of the mean state and the internal variability, as measured by
the ensemble standard deviation, of daily total precipitation for a and b 1950-2016
and c and d 2034-2100.
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3

A LT E R N AT I V E A P P R O A C H T O Q U A N T I F Y T H E C O N T R I B U T I O N
F R O M H I G H E R - O R D E R M O M E N T S W I T H O U T A WA R M I N G S H I F T

Figure B.3: Alternative approach to quantify the contribution from changes in higher-order
moments without a concurrent warming shift to the future probability of a hot
extremes, b cold extremes, and c heavy precipitation extremes, averaged across
models. Crosshatching marks regions where the projected change is not robust
across models.

B.3 Q U A N T I F Y I N G A N D AT T R I B U T I N G T H E F U T U R E P R O B A B I L I T Y O F T H E 1 % M O S T E X T R E M E E V E N T S

B .3

Q U A N T I F Y I N G A N D AT T R I B U T I N G T H E F U T U R E P R O B A B I L ITY OF THE

1% MOST EXTREME EVENTS

Hottest extremes (>99th percentile)
Future probability
(100x past
frequency)

more likely

(past
frequency)

Attribution

more likely
less likely

Figure B.4: Attribution of the future probability of the 1% hottest extremes to the shift in
the mean and to changes in higher-order moments, averaged across models. a
The future probability of 1% hottest extremes from the full change in the PDF of
daily SAT between 1950-2016 and 2034-2100 is decomposed into the contribution
from b the shift in the mean and from c the change in higher-order moments of
the distribution. Crosshatching marks regions where the projected change is not
robust across models.
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Coldest extremes (<1st percentile)

Future probability
(2x past
frequency)

more likely
less likely

(no past
extremes)

Attribution

more likely
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Figure B.5: Attribution of the future probability of the 1% coldest extremes to the shift in the
mean and to changes in higher-order moments, averaged across models. a The
future probability of the 1% coldest extremes from the full change in the PDF of
daily SAT between 1950-2016 and 2034-2100 is decomposed into the contribution
from b the shift in the mean and from c the change in higher-order moments of
the distribution. Crosshatching marks regions where the projected change is not
robust across models.

B.3 Q U A N T I F Y I N G A N D AT T R I B U T I N G T H E F U T U R E P R O B A B I L I T Y O F T H E 1 % M O S T E X T R E M E E V E N T S

Heaviest precipitation extremes (>99th percentile)
Future probability
(2x past
frequency)

(no past
extremes)

Attribution

Figure B.6: Attribution of the future probability of the 1% heaviest precipitation extremes to
the shift in the mean and to changes in higher-order moments, averaged across
models. a The future probability of the 1% heaviest precipitation extremes from
the full change in the PDF of daily total precipitation between 1950-2016 and 20342100 is decomposed into the contribution from b the shift in the mean and from
c the change in higher-order moments of the distribution. Crosshatching marks
regions where the projected change is not robust across models.
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C .1

I M PA C T O F E A C H N O N - I N T E R A C T I V E R A D I AT I V E E F F E C T ,
F E E D BAC K O R F O R C I N G

Control
All mechanisms

Surface albedo
Clouds
Water vapour
Surface wind
Ocean heat transport

Figure C.1: Impact of each non-interactive radiative effect, feedback or forcing on the multiyear daily standard deviation of Arctic sea-ice area over the course of the year.
The effect of a single non-interactive mechanism (thin lines, see legend) is compared to the fully interactive control experiment and the experiment in which all
mechanisms are non-interactive as displayed in Figure 4.2a. The yearly averaged
impact is shown in Figure 4.2b.
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A B S O L U T E VA R I A B I L I T Y O F S E A - I C E C O N C E N T R AT I O N

Arctic sea-ice variability

a in March

b in September

Figure C.2: Variability of sea-ice concentration in the control experiment for a March and b
September.

C .3

C H A N G E S I N VA R I A B I L I T Y O F S E A - I C E C O N C E N T R AT I O N F O R
ALL EXPERIMENTS

Surface albedo

Clouds

Water vapour

Surface wind

Ocean heat transport

March

September

Figure C.3: Regional changes in variability of sea-ice concentration in March (top row) and
September (bottom row) for all experiments with a non-interactive radiative effect, feedback or forcing relative to the control experiment (complementary to
Figure 4.3). An increased variability of sea-ice concentration caused by the assessed mechanisms is marked in red, while a decreased variability is shown in
blue. Changes significant at 99.9% are stippled and changes smaller than 1% are
not shown. The sea-ice edges at 15% concentration displayed as black and grey
lines for the control experiment and each the named experiment, respectively, are
very similar.
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Table C.1: CMIP5 models used.
Model name

Model center

Length of preindustrial
control simulation [years]

ACCESS1.0
ACCESS1.3
BCC-CSM1.1
BCC-CSM1.1(m)
BNU-ESM
CanESM2
CCSM4
CESM1(BGC)
CESM1(CAM5)
CESM1(FASTCHEM)
CESM1(WACCM)
CMCC-CESM
CMCC-CM
CMCC-CMS
CNRM-CM5
CNRM-CM5.2
CSIRO Mk3.6.0
FGOALS-g2.0
FGOALS-s2.0
FIO-ESM
GFDL-CM3
GFDL-ESM2G
GFDL-ESM2M
GISS-E2-H-CC
GISS-E2-R-CC
HadCM3
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